
  
 
 

 

Delivered in partnership with Kirklees Council, the consultation for the A629 Halifax to Huddersfield 

project (Phase 4) ran from between October 2018 to March 2019. The public consultation ran from 

4th February to 31st March 2019.  

The aim of the consultation was to promote the project proposals, give people the opportunity to 

review and feedback on our outline business case proposals and gather views to inform the future 

development of the scheme. 

The findings of the survey and the feedback that were received will be used to inform the full 

business case for the project, ensuring that this major investment project delivers the right benefits 

for all users.  

Overall, feedback for the project was positive, with the majority of respondents expecting that the 

proposals would achieve our strategic aims and would improve journeys for all modes.   

In order to capture a broad audience for the public engagement, several channels of communication 

were used, totalling a potential reach of over 220,000 people. The promotion campaign is described 

in the table below:  

Channel Description 

Leaflets and 
posters 

Distributed to Halifax and Huddersfield libraries, town halls, bus stations, 
customer service centres and public consultation event venues. Posters were also 
displayed on all bus shelters on the 503 route from Halifax to Huddersfield. 

Social media A paid social media campaign across twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn reached 
54,000 people with over 3,600 engagements. The posts encouraged people to 
attend the public drop-in sessions, click through to the Your Voice page to learn 
more about the project and take part in the online survey. Calderdale and 
Kirklees also co-hosted the public drop-in sessions as events on Facebook. 

Radio A 30 second advert ran for one month West Yorkshire radio station, Pulse FM, 
which has 112,000 weekly listeners.  

Websites  
 

A dedicated webpage was published on the WYCA Your Voice website, reaching 
over 2,000 users. The webpage included; an overview of the project, all of the 
project drawings, the online survey and a map for users to drop pins for 
suggested improvements to travel along the route.  

The Calderdale Next Chapter website linked users through to the Your Voice 
website. The project website reached over 600 users. 

An advert for the consultation featured on the Calderdale Council homepage, 
which had nearly 50,000 unique page views.  

Press releases Released on 8th February and 6th March, these releases linked over 100 people to 
the WYCA Your Voice website. 



  
 
 

 

Newsletters The consultation featured in the Next Chapter newsletter, the Calderdale Sports 
newsletter, the Calderdale Business and Skills newsletter, the Calderdale News 
Thread, the Metro newsletter and the WYCA partners newsletter. Combined, 
these newsletters were opened by over 5,000 subscribers.  

Internal 
communications 

The consultation was promoted via the Calderdale staff newsletter. Promoted 
throughout February in March, the newsletter was opened by 1,500 people on 
average. 

Bus stop 
displays 

All bus shelters on the 503 route used real time displays to promote the 
consultation and link users to the Your Voice website.  

 

The proposals for the project were developed with delivery partners, the West Yorkshire Combined 

Authority and Kirklees Council, consultant Aecom, Leeds City Council Urban Traffic Management 

Team, and internal teams (Highways and Transportation).  

Stakeholder consultation for the proposals included meetings with: 

 Calderdale Council leaders and town ward members 

 Calderdale and Kirklees ward councillors (two workshops)  

 Calderdale Cycle Forum 

 Kirklees Cycle Forum 

 Calderdale District Sub-Committee 

 Bus operators 

 Calderdale Disability Partnership 

 Highways England 

 Elland Town Board 

Overall, feedback for the project was positive, with stakeholders enthusiastic about the proposals. 

Detailed feedback from these meetings is captured in the feedback section of this report. 

Other stakeholders encouraged to participate in the consultation included: 

 Cycling and walking interest groups 

 Local MPs  

 Canal and Rivers Trust 

 Natural England 

 Local schools 

 Calderdale Antiquarian Society 

The public were engaged through a series of six drop-in sessions, where they were given the 

opportunity to review the plans, meet the team and feedback. Representatives from Calderdale, 

Kirklees and Aecom attended the events and met with 70 attendees. Materials included; large print 

project drawings, leaflets, and paper surveys with freepost return addresses.  



  
 
 

 

The events took place along the A629 Halifax to Huddersfield route. They took place from 3pm to 

7pm at the following locations:  

 27 February at Halifax Town Hall 

 5 March at Huddersfield Town Hall 

 18 February at Southgate Methodist Church, Elland  

 25 February at Gledholt Methodist Church, Marsh 

 11 February at Cedar Court Hotel, Ainley Top 

Potentially affected landowners were sent letters informing them prior to the public consultation 

requesting one to one meetings. Many opted to attend the public events to meet the team and 

discuss the plans. Consultation with landowners will be ongoing throughout the full business case 

stage.  

Survey responses were received from 283 people. The results of the survey have been collated and 
included in Appendix 1.  

Overall  

Overall responses to the project were supportive, agreeing that the proposals will deliver 
improvements for all travel modes. The majority of respondents either agreed or strongly agreed 
that the proposals will achieve our ambitions of, economic growth (41%), sustainability (42%), and 
improvements to safety (55%), journey times (50%) and environment (36%). Only 8% of respondents 
either disagreed or strongly disagreed that we will achieve our ambition.  

Respondents expected that the biggest improvement for travel experience would be for bus users, 
with 60% agreeing or strongly agreeing that the experience would improve. Over 50% of 
respondents expected that car and cycling journey would improve as a result of the proposals.  

For walking and motorbike journeys, over half of the respondents were either neutral or didn’t know 
whether journeys would improve. For the remaining respondents, over 30% agreed or strongly 
agreed that these modes would improve, with less than 12% disagreeing or strongly disagreeing for 
both.  

Users were clear about their priorities the route, with over 40% listing ‘reduced traffic congestion 
and journey times’ as the most important aspect of the project. This correlates with the significant 
number of car drivers and passengers that participated in the survey, representing a majority. The 
next most popular response, ‘improved road safety’ only represented 13% of users, followed by 
‘improved bus services’ as a priority for 10%. 

Context 

When asked about travelling through the area, the most popular mode of transport for all purposes 
was car driving, followed by bus travel. For commuting and leisure these modes were followed by 
cycling, then car passenger.  



  
 
 

 

Walking, cycling and car passengers represented, at most, less than 9% of journeys. Taxis and 
motorbikes represented less than 1% of all journey types.  

Over 50% respondents reflected that they drive through the area for leisure and domestic purposes, 
and over 40% reflecting that they drive for business and commuting. Only 15% of car drivers were 
travelling through the area for study.  

The other modes had a much smaller representation of users, with bus users being the second most 
popular mode. Between 11% and 13% of bus users were travelling along the route for domestic, 
business and commuting, with less than 10% travelling for business and study.  

Of the respondents, over 70% were from the Halifax area, with only 25% from Huddersfield, and less 
than 5% from other areas.  

Modal shift 

When asked whether the proposals were encourage the respondent to leave their car behind and 
use a sustainable travel mode 27% said they would, 59% said they wouldn’t and 15% already use 
sustainable modes.  

Of the 27% of said they would leave their car behind, 35% said they would do this 1 or 2 days per 
week, 25% said they would at least once per month, and 22% said they would at least once per 
fortnight. Combined, 20% would either leave their car behind 3 or 4, o 5 or more days per week.  

Of those who would use a sustainable travel mode, the most popular alternative mode was the 
proposed express bus, with 40% of these respondents choosing this. The second most popular 
option was the current local bus service at 29%. 21% of respondents would choose to cycle and 7% 
would choose to walk.  

The 59% who would not change their mode of travel were asked why they wouldn’t; 13% said this 
was because of the distance that they travel, 10% said it was because their car is convenient and 
reliable. Combined, issues with public transport such as unreliability, cost and location, totalled 20% 
of responses.  

Below is a summary table of reasons why users would not change to sustainable travel modes:  

Reason for not changing travel mode as a result of project delivery Times mentioned 

Travel a long distance 22 

Car is convenient and reliable 16 

Already use the bus or walk 13 

Buses do no go to the right locations 12 

Disabled user or have mobility issues – car travel is the best option 12 

Cycling is dangerous  11 

Public transport is poor 10 

Car travel is a quick mode 10 

Have to drive for work 9 

Bus is difficult when carrying shopping 5 

Rail service needs to improve 4 

Cars parked in the bus and cycle lanes is a disincentive  3 



  
 
 

 

Buses are unreliable  3 

Improvements are not enough to make a change 3 

Timing of public transport makes this impractical  3 

Not practical for a rural user 3 

Hilly terrain makes it difficult 3 

Cost of public transport 3 

Old age makes standing for buses difficult 2 

Cycle and walking routes are not direct enough 2 

Air quality is not good enough for active travel 2 

Not enough buses 1 

Mixing pedestrian and cycle ways is dangerous 1 

Removal of the roundabout in Elland will make journeys more difficult 1 

Oppose the reduction of the speed limit to 40mph on A629 1 

Train parking is still not good enough 1 

Don’t travel often enough to warrant changing modes 1 

I don’t like to leave my dog at home 1 

Prefer to drive 1 

Will change mode when bus reliability improves 1 

Cycling isn’t practical 1 

Bus to the hospital does not stop near enough 1 

It is not a nice enough route to walk 1 

Buses will be slowed by the new northbound off-slip from  1 

Would use public transport if a park and ride was introduced  1 

 
Area specific: Halifax to Calder and Hebble Junction 

Over 60% of the 249 respondents for this section used the route at least once a week, and over 95% 
use it at least once a month.  

Overall, respondents rated the current journeys along the route poorly. Car journeys were rated the 
worst, with 42% rated very poor or poor and only 3% rated very good. For buses, 22% of journeys 
were rated poor or very poor, with only 2% of these journeys rated very good. Motorbike, cycling 
and walking journeys were mostly unknown by respondents, with 93%, 83% and 74% rated don’t 
know or neutral respectively. Walking and cycling journeys scored poorly; for walking 19% rated 
poor or very poor and only 2% rated very good, and for cycling 15% rated poor or very poor and less 
than 1% rated very good.  

Regarding the proposals for the area, the majority of respondents who didn’t say they didn’t know 
or were neutral, agreed that the proposals will deliver improvements for the travel modes. Car 
journeys were expected to improve the most, with 52% agreeing or strongly agreeing that journeys 
will improve. 43% of respondents either agreed or strongly agreed that bus journeys would improve, 
with only 7% disagreeing or strongly disagreeing.  

When asked if they strongly agree, agree, disagree or strongly disagree that the proposals will 
improve the experience of travelling in the area, for each travel mode the majority agreed. Car and 
bus journeys were expected to show the highest improvements with 52% (car) and 42% (bus) of 



  
 
 

 

respondents agreeing or strongly agreeing. 29% agreed or strongly agreed that cycling journeys 
would improve, and 23% for walking.  

Car journey experience split the respondents, with 19% disagreeing or strongly disagreeing that 
journeys would improve. For all other modes, less than 9% of respondents disagreed or strongly 
disagreed that journeys would improve.  

Area specific: Elland and West Vale  

Over 60% of the 203 respondents for this section used the route at least once a week, and over 94% 
use it at least once a month.  

Overall, respondents rated the current journeys along the route poorly. This area had the second 
worst experience for car journeys along the route, with 52% rated very poor or poor and less than 
1% rated very good. For buses, 27% of journeys were rated poor or very poor, with only 2% of these 
journeys rated very good. Motorbike, walking and cycling journeys were mostly unknown by 
respondents, with 87%, 86% and 81% rated don’t know or neutral respectively. Walking journeys 
were rated poorly with 16% of respondents rating them poor or very poor, and only 1% rating them 
very good.  

When asked if they strongly agree, agree, disagree or strongly disagree that the proposals will 
improve the experience of travelling in the area, for each travel mode the majority agreed. Car and 
bus journeys were expected to show the highest improvements with 44% (car) and 37% (bus) of 
respondents agreeing or strongly agreeing. 29% agreed or strongly agreed that cycling journeys 
would improve, and 22% for walking.  

Car journeys experience split the respondents, with 19% disagreeing or strongly disagreeing that 
journeys would improve. For bus journeys, 11% disagreed or strongly disagreed that improvements 
would be delivery. For all other modes, less than 8% of respondents disagreed or strongly disagreed 
that journeys would improve.  

Area specific: Ainley Top  

54% of the 198 respondents for this section used the route at least once a week, and over 95% use it 
at least once a month.  

Overall, respondents rated the current journeys along the route poorly. Bus and car journeys rated 
marginally better than other areas, however walking and cycling journeys were rated the worst on 
the route.  

Car journeys were rated the worst, with 42% rated very poor or poor and only 2% rated very good. 
For buses, 22% of journeys were rated poor or very poor, with only 2% of these journeys rated very 
good. Motorbike, cycling and walking journeys were mostly unknown by respondents, with 88%, 
75% and 72% rated don’t know or neutral respectively. Walking journeys were rated poorly with 
21% of respondents rating them poor or very poor, and only 1% rating them very good. Only 1% of 
cycling journeys were rated good or very good.  

When asked if they strongly agree, agree, disagree or strongly disagree that the proposals will 
improve the experience of travelling in the area, for each travel mode the majority agreed. Car and 
bus journeys were expected to show the highest improvements with 44% (car) and 38% (bus) of 



  
 
 

 

respondents agreeing or strongly agreeing. 22% agreed or strongly agreed that cycling journeys 
would improve, and 17% for walking. Less than 10% of respondents disagreed or strongly disagreed 
that all active modes would improve. 

Area specific: Ainley Top to Edgerton 

Huddersfield routes received fewer responses than Calderdale areas. These routes also had fewer 
respondents regularly travelling through the area. Only 48% of the 124 respondents for this section 
used the route at least once a week, and 92% use it at least once a month.  

Overall, respondents rated the current journeys along the route poorly. Car journeys were rated the 
worst of all of the routes on the A629 from Halifax to Huddersfield, with 58% rated poor or very 
poor.  

For buses, 28% of journeys were rated poor or very poor, with no journeys rated very good. 
Motorbike, cycling and walking journeys were mostly unknown by respondents, with 93%, 81% and 
81% rated don’t know or neutral respectively.  

When asked if they strongly agree, agree, disagree or strongly disagree that the proposals will 
improve the experience of travelling in the area, for each travel mode the majority agreed. This 
route was expected to show improvement by the fewest respondents for all travel modes.  

Car and bus journeys were expected to show the highest improvements with 37% (car) and 30% 
(bus) of respondents agreeing or strongly agreeing. 20% agreed or strongly agreed that cycling 
journeys would improve. For active travel modes, less than 6% of respondents disagreed or strongly 
disagreed that the proposals would not improve journeys.  

Area specific: Edgerton to Huddersfield 

This route received the fewest responses to the survey. Of the 117 responses, 40% used the route at 
least once a week, and 91% use it at least once a month.  

Overall, respondents rated the current journeys along the route poorly. With 42% rated poor or very 
poor, car journeys were rated the worst in the area.  

For buses, 23% of journeys were rated poor or very poor, with only 1% journeys rated very good. 
Motorbike, cycling and walking journeys were mostly unknown by respondents, with 90%, 80% and 
78% rated don’t know or neutral respectively. Walking and cycling journeys were rated poorly, with 
less than 1% of journeys rated very good.  

When asked if they strongly agree, agree, disagree or strongly disagree that the proposals will 
improve the experience of travelling in the area, for each travel mode the majority agreed. The route 
had the fewest respondents disagree or strongly disagree that the project would improve journeys, 
with less than 10% for all travel modes and less than 5% for active travel modes.  

Car and bus journeys were expected to show the highest improvements with 44% (car) and 35% 
(bus) of respondents agreeing or strongly agreeing. 25% agreed or strongly agreed that cycling 
journeys would improve.  

 



  
 
 

 

Summary of responses to questions about further feedback and improvements:  

Feedback relating to elements being delivered by other Transport Fund projects have been excluded 
from the below summary. These can be reviewed in the full verbatim feedback in Appendix 2. To 
address these comments, separate promotion will take place for the following projects:  

 A629 Calder and Hebble Junction 

 A629 Halifax Road  

 Elland Station Gateway  

Cycling and walking feedback  Times mentioned 

Segregation for walking/cycling from other modes 8 

Supportive feedback for the cycling/walking proposals 6 

Make traffic lights pedestrian friendly, safe and sensible 5 

Cycling routes to be well signed and well-lit 3 

Concerns that the cycle routes will not present value for money 3 

Safe and accessible pedestrian route 2 

The current Cycle Lane away from the Town on Trinity Street is dangerous. 
Consider parking only on one side and using the freed space to widen the 
parking bays and have a cycle lane towards the town. 

1 

Rejects the proposals in Section E1 details 3, which relate to the ring road at 
Outcote Bank, which have been rejected by the City Connect Advisory Group.  
The plans fail to address the needs of a good cycling route from the town 
centre to the Manchester Road. There are an endless number of road crossings 
and the Ring Road crossing - although it is in one phase - arrives at a traffic 
island near the Fire Station and then asks the cyclist to wait again before 
crossing Outcote Bank. 

1 

New bridges or underpasses for pedestrians and  cyclists, especially at Ainley 
Top and Huddersfield Ring Road. 

1 

Make crossings safe and accessible for disabled people and push chairs.  1 

Make a walkway through the scrub and woodland that runs along the side of 
the road and you could also put a cycle way in the same place to get cyclists 
out of the way of traffic. It would be very nice and safe if it was to be 
landscaped. 

1 

Incorporate quick repair pods for bikes along the route, i.e. tyre pumps, 
spanners and socker wrench for pedals  

1 

Further extension of safe cycle access to Lowfields business park continuing 
from the proposed Elland station 

1 

Forrest Ave / Sunnybank as a better alternative to Syringa Street.  1 

Ensure new and existing cycle lanes are maintained 1 

Due to narrowness, consider the safety and feasibility of cycle lanes in Elland at 
Saddleworth Road and on Occupation Lane at Edgerton 

1 

Consider four-way traffic lighted junction with pedestrian and cyclist phase at 
the bottom of Greenhead Park and between there and the Ring Road.  

1 

Consider a two-way cycle highway at the old walkway along Elland Wood 
Bottom. 

1 

Concerns regarding mixed use for pedestrians and cyclists. 1 



  
 
 

 

Concern that the proposed cycle path along New Road at Water lane is a safety 
concern due to the heavy freight movements in the area. Suggests that the 
main road should include a cycle path. 

1 

 

Road feedback  Times mentioned 

The speed should not be reduced to 40mph (on Elland bypass) 5 

Positive feedback for the road proposals  4 

Support for local residents in side roads, including road calming bumps and 
20mph zones 

4 

Ambulance priority 4 

Traffic lights and right turn blocking the junction at West Vale create huge 
congestion  

3 

Less traffic lights 4 

Retain access to Calder Street from Rochdale Road, one way only to allow 
parents access to West Vale Primary School. 

2 

Introduce cameras in Halifax at traffic lights to stop people jumping red lights. 2 

Improve access to and from the M62. 2 

Improve HGV routes, including removing them from Long Wall. 2 

Making Saddleworth Road one-way Eastbound will significantly add to traffic 
going through Elland to get to West Vale - traffic from Brighouse will likely "rat 
run" through Northgate and Westgate to Long Wall. 

2 

The 'scissor' junction on the B6114 to B6113. Cut back the island by 5 or so 
metres. This would allow double lane traffic to go down the B6113 and the 
B6114 at the same time. 

1 

Switch the traffic lights off at Ainley Top. 1 

Consider introducing Lane Control Signalling between Halifax town centre and 
Salterhebble the Salterhebble triangle / start / end of Elland Bypass and 
between Ainley Top and Huddersfield which would allow tidal flow.  

1 

Double yellow lines outside Tesco / Greggs on Halifax Road.  1 

Electric cars allowed to use bus lane. 1 

Long Wall from Elland Bridge to West Vale should be one-way only to allow 
traffic out of west vale.  

1 

Too many street crossings and junctions to allow short travel times 1 

I am very sceptical about the new right turn down the Ainleys. It must delay 
traffic coming up and I don't see the problem that it claims to address. 

1 

Traffic lights at Ainley Top need to be synchronised better to get the traffic 
flowing and not sitting. 

1 

Get rid of the traffic lights, allow traffic to flow and stop trying to discourage 
travel into Halifax and Elland by making it harder and harder to drive freely and 
park easily. 

1 

Greater enforcement of traffic restrictions, such as parking prohibition in bus 
lanes and at bus stops, speed restrictions, obeying traffic lights. 

1 

Traffic lights at long wall Saddleworth Road junction don’t make sense. 1 

Should be thinking of more bypasses so transport can bypass town centres.  1 

Vehicles travelling towards Huddersfield on the A629 in Edgerton should not 
be allowed to make a right-turn into Hungerford Road, Cleveland Road, 

1 



  
 
 

 

Imperial Road or Luther Place.  

Do not remove the roundabout in centre of Elland (Junction of Huddersfield 
Road/Southgate/Catherine Street) This junction is free-flowing at ALL times 
and does not need "improvement". 

1 

Suggest pedestrian crossing replaces zebra crossing on Huddersfield Road 
south of Elland roundabout 

1 

New northbound slip road off Elland bypass onto Huddersfield Road 
Northbound will increase northbound traffic on Huddersfield Road and make 
right turns out of South Lane onto Huddersfield Road more difficult/dangerous 
- already noticeably more difficult due to new Aldi store on South Lane. 

1 

Provision of new alternative routes for vehicles so they are not all 'funnelled' 
into Ainley Top or onto Huddersfield Ring Road. 

1 

 

Parking feedback  Times mentioned 

Stop cars parking on main tributary roads. These cause all the delays. 6 

Accessible parking arrangements to be correct at every opportunity. 1 

Cheaper parking areas. 1 

 

Other feedback  Times mentioned 

Positive feedback for the project overall. 10 

Minimise disruption during construction. 7 

Proposals and survey difficult to understand. 6 

Negative feedback for the project overall. 3 

More road signs. 3 

What modelling benefits have been conducted on the impact on air quality, 
health, journey times and modal shift? What are the economic returns on 
investment? Cost Benefit Ratios of the proposals? 

2 

Air quality improvements required. 2 

There needs to be some consideration given to the safety of residents towards 
the top of Huddersfield road where the proposal is to make to bi-directional, at 
present there are parked cars by the houses which narrows the road for 
downhill traffic, this along with the proposed bus stops presents a risk to local 
traffic. 

1 

Removal of speed camera. 1 

Put more safety measures in place. 1 

Publicity for the consultation was very poor. Very many local people are wholly 
unaware of what is proposed.  

1 

Keep open regular consultations with the Disability Partnership Calderdale and 
Calderdale Forum50plus. 

1 

Introduce live traffic updates. 1 

Electrify the rail route. 1 

New green space, and the preservation of those already there. 1 

Get rid of the litter. 1 

Everyone treated the same - no separate lanes for certain groups. More 
speed/other cameras to ensure everyone, including cyclists and pedestrians, 
use to roads/cycle paths properly. 

1 



  
 
 

 

Consider introducing trolleybuses. 1 

Cable car connecting Elland to West vale. 1 

 

Bus feedback  Times mentioned 

Support for the express bus. 8 

Remove designated bus lanes. 7 

Does not support the reduction in local stopping services for the 503. 6 

Park and ride. 5 

Does not support the rationalisation of bus stops. 5 

Stop cars parking in bus lanes. 4 

Improved bus stops with shelters, seats and information. 4 

Improve the quality and frequency of public transport. 1 

Friday and Saturday night bus. 1 

Introduction of where to find your bus map posters. 1 

Stops between Salterhebble and Halifax would display a single Halifax town 
map, the same would go for the route between Ainley Top and Huddersfield. 
The stops should also have some. 

1 

Real time bus information at shelters. 1 

Easier access to buses from less popular roads. 1 

Reduce bus stops that are close to each other. 1 

Additional bus layby on Southgate. 1 

Need to put public transport infrastructure in place offer a viable alternative to 
car. 

1 

Temporary closures to cars and non-commercial vehicles to promote cycling, 
bus travel and walking. 

1 

The junction at bottom of Rochdale road coming from the needs change for 
the buses because they turn up and cars have to back up so can get passed. 

1 

Does not support the southbound traffic lights to let buses through the bypass 
and into Elland. 

1 

 

Method Theme Feedback 

Public drop-
in session 

Bus 
travel 

Councillor does not support the bus stop rationalisation in Elland. 

General Southgate road sign missing.  

Cycling  Occupation Road is not wide enough to overtake cyclists because a 
shuttle bus runs along this route.  

Consider introducing the West Vale viaduct route as part of the cycling 
and walking improvements.  

Narrow the segregation on carriageways and introduce a contraflow cycle 
lane. 

St. Patrick’s 
School 
meeting 

Cycling Currently students don't cycle in at this school, which the school are trying 
to encourage.  

Calderdale Bus Attendee does not support diversion of Calder Valley bus services via the 



  
 
 

 

District Sub-
Committee 
meeting 

travel  Hospital. The current service allows hospital visitors to change from one 
high frequency service to another in Halifax Bus Station and numbers 
travelling to the hospital do not justify inconveniencing Calder Valley 
passengers that wish to travel direct to Halifax.  

Attendee does not support amalgamating the two Halifax bound stops on 
Jepson Lane at Elland. The stops are used by large numbers of School 
pupils and this would complicate matters. 

A highlight of this meeting was a representative from First explaining that 
this was one of the most exciting schemes he's been involved with. 

Group generally considered that more needs to be done to encourage 
people to use this travel mode. 

Express 
bus 

Attendee did not support not including Elland in the express bus route.  

Attendees opposed proposed 503 reductions in local stopping services 
because high frequency services help to mitigate traffic disruption. It was 
also suggested the increased services encourage more bus patronage.  

Kirklees 
Cycling 
Campaign 
meeting  

Cycling Filter Syringa Street to accept cycles and pedestrians only at the point 
near the junction with Imperial Road due to high traffic volume and 
parked cars. 

Avoid using East Street and West Street in Lindley. Coming from 
Weatherhill Road cross West Street and enter Cowrakes Close, leading to 
Blackthorn Drive and onto Brian Street, use the snicket to Temple Street 
and cross Lidget Street, enter Holly Bank where the route meets the 
existing proposals.  

Access Lidget Street from Brian Street, which will require cycling provision 
along Lidget Street.  

Create a high quality cycle route from the Railway Station to the lower 
gates of Greenhead Park. This would include a Ring Road crossing for 
cyclists at Trinity Street. 

Improve safety along Lindley Moor Road.  

Start the cycle route in Huddersfield Town Centre using lower part of 
Fitzwilliam Street from St John’s Road. There is a hazardous crossing on 
the road where it meets Besancon Bridge; there is no 'sight time’ to allow 
crossing towards Rook Street. Protected route is necessary from the top 
of Rook Street to the footbridge which goes over the Ring Road slip road. 

Alternative to Blacker Road route uses Clement Street and Dorset Street.  

Dorset Street zebra crossing to become a tiger crossing to enable cyclists 
to safely cross Blacker Road. Route through new housing emerging at 
Britannia Crescent to reach Birkby Lodge Road. 

Clayton Fields alternative is George Avenue, which leads to St Patrick’s 
School.  

Birkby Hall Road and Birkby Road meet is not suitable as a cycle route, 
due to the 1 metre width and high walls. Alternative route is continuing 
along Birkby Lodge Road and turning left into Birkby Hall road, then to 
Birkby Road until taking the right turn into Reap Hirst Road. Mandatory 
cycle lanes would be necessary for both Birkby Road and Birkby Lodge 
Road, and infrastructure to enable safe right turns in Reap Hirst Road and 



  
 
 

 

into Birkby Lodge Road. 

The existing bridleway from Reap Hirst Road to Burn Road is in need of a 
stable surface in places.  

Burn Road to Ainley Top has a testing hill (Burn Road) and Grimescar Road 
can be subject to fast moving traffic. Alternative is Branch Lane, which 
leads to crossing points north of the roundabout. They access the shared 
pavement route under the M62 and on to Elland. Alternative to Burn 
Road is the bridleway from Yew Tree Road to access Ainley Top 
Roundabout.  

Use a route from Birkby Hall Road to Storths Road and accessing the 
Bridleway lower down the valley.  

Introduce 20mph zones on the streets surrounding the A629. 

Route required for when Greenhead Park is closed. Park Drive is a good 
option to permit cycling in both directions. Install a safe crossing of Trinity 
Street, near the lower park gates, for cyclists travelling towards the town 
centre. 

Change the pedestrian crossing near the park gate at Gledholt Road could 
be changed to a Toucan. 

Alternative route to avoid difficult crossing for Westbourne Terrace to 
Glebe Street is Clifton Road and change the existing controlled crossing to 
a Toucan to cross Westbourne Road. There is a very wide pavement on 
either side of this crossing, which could be adapted to become a cycle 
lane accessing the toucan from Back Clifton Road and Abb Street. From 
Abb Street a cyclist can reach Syringa Street and meet the proposed 
route.  

Proposed cycle lanes must be mandatory on Thornhill Road and 
Occupation Road, and parked cars removed. In favour of a 'northbound 
route only’ for motor vehicles as this would allow space for cycle lanes. 

Alternative to using Syringa Street and Thornhill Road; after crossing 
Westbourne Road, Occupation Road can be reached via Croft House Lane, 
Forrest Avenue and Sunny Bank Road. This would require a safe cycle 
crossing at the Thornhill Road junction with Occupation Road. 

The cycle route could have two spurs at Lindley Clock Tower. This would 
give cycling routes to residents of the new housing in and around Lindley 
Moor. Spur 1 could be as outlined roughly as on the proposals. Spur 2 
could access Lindley Moor Road via Plover Road. A crossing to Plover Road 
could be achieved by adapting the Zebra to a Tiger crossing. Some parking 
restrictions would be necessary in Plover Road. A right turn off Plover 
Road leads to Kirkwood Drive and Crosland Road. After this the route 
would use the newly created shared-path alongside the new housing on 
Lindley Moor. It would require a two-way cycle lane along Lindley Moor 
Road and a refuge for the turns into and out of Old Lindley Road, but after 
this there is a good quiet route for cyclists to West Vale and Halifax. i.e. a 
parallel route to the A629. 

The pavement near the Clock Tower is very wide and part of it could be 
adapted for cyclists.  
The current path alongside the Recreation Ground is narrow and may 



  
 
 

 

need to be widened to avoid conflict with pedestrians. 

Introduce a bi-directional cycle route on George Street. Include “Except 
Cyclists” on the “No entry” sign.  

At the end of the newly created road of Tennyson Avenue there is the 
opportunity to make a short new tarmac shared-use path on the right of 
way leading to Crosland Road. This could then link to the newly-
established shared-use path leading to Lindley Moor Road. 

West Street is subject to significant volumes of traffic so mandatory cycle 
lanes are required.  

Create a new cycle route linking Ainley Road and Blackley New Road then 
cyclists could then use the proposed and existing toucans to safely 
navigate the roundabout and access the existing route to Elland on 
Huddersfield Road. Alternatively, make a cycle track on the existing right 
of way between Weatherhill Road and Lindley Moor Road. A crossing 
point would then be necessary to access the north side of Lindley Moor 
Road. If a two way cycle track were constructed here (past the hotel exit) 
it would then be possible for the cyclist to safely reach the roundabout 
at Halifax Road and Huddersfield Road and access the existing route to 
Elland. 

Calderdale 
Cycle Forum 
meeting 

Cycling Cyclists could not use Elland Bridge; it is not considered a quiet street. The 
safety of this route needs considering. Consider swing bridge or 
alternative to allow for access from the bridge onto the canal path. 
Suggestion is that the carpet factory is the best access to the canal. 

Look at other potential routes off the Hebble Trail (as well as the three 
current crossings identified). Consider feasibility of Shaw Lane as a route 
to Halifax town centre (links up with Phase 2) 

Consider a segregated shared pedestrian and cycle path to allow for a 
wider path than 1.5m 

Consider interventions to improve the tunnel section of the Huddersfield 
Road route, including considering reducing the road to one vehicle lane 
and one cycle or cycle and bus lane, and physically segregating the cycle 
lane.  

Reassess the optimum way of getting across the roundabout at Ainley 
Top, accounting for access to the key cycle desire lines and minimised 
crossing disruption for all modes 

Yorkshire 
Tiger 
meeting  

Bus 
travel 

Closure of Saddleworth Road at the Long Row junction westbound is not 
an issue; the operator has identified an alternative route for affected 
services. 

First Bus 
meeting 

Bus 
travel 

Issue with bus stop on Elland Riorges Link identified. 

Concerns raised over timetabling for the express bus if the existing 503 
service is used. An express bus may need to be an additional service, 
further details to be explored as detailed design develops. 

503 may not use the proposed Rochdale Road route in West Vale, an 
assessment of stop demand needs to be undertaken. 

No issues with the removal or relocation of bus stops. 

KMBC  Concerns raised over the level of investment for cycle infrastructure when 



  
 
 

 

leaders 
briefing 

there is little demand.  

KMBC and 
CMBC 
members 
briefing 

Cycling General support for the proposals, local knowledge particularly on 
Kirklees cycle routes provided.  

Bus 
travel 

Concern that without the bus priority to the hospital, less mobile visitors 
will struggle to get to the hospital. Expectation that there will be a lot of 
support for hospital to hospital bus route.  

Traffic Concern that right turn signal from Hungerford Road to A629 would 
impact local traffic and slow down the route. Consider Daisy Lea Lane as 
an alternative route.  

Concern that the interventions will push traffic onto New Hey Road to get 
to town. 

Suggestion to bypass the left turn at the junction using the two adjacent 
streets in West Vale to reduce traffic at that junction. 

Access Concern that the closure of the Calder route will impact Sheards access.  

Safety On Birkby Lodge Road traffic moves fast and there is reduced visibility 
from parked cars. Residents asking for safety measures implementing. 
Alternative route would be the foot path from Rose Hill to the school.  

Air 
quality 

Lack of clarity around the impact on air quality. 

Calderdale 
Disability 
Partnership 
Trustees 
meeting 

Access Access to the Hebble Trail into Halifax town centre should be wheelchair 
friendly. 

Real time bus stop information for visually impaired users. 

 

Some of the feedback received during the consultation had either already been addressed or have 

been addressed since. These included:  

 Huddersfield Road 3m mixed cycle/pedestrian usage. 

 Proposals amended to address the bus stop issue with Elland Riorges Link. 

 Improve the tunnel on the A629 and segregating cyclists. 

 Four express buses proposed. 

The remaining feedback and suggestions received from stakeholders and public will be included as 

part of the consultant commission for the detailed design for the full business case submission, to 

ensure that user priorities are the focus of the proposals. 

The stakeholder engagement plan for the A629 Halifax to Huddersfield project will be updated based 

on the feedback received and the stakeholders engaged. This will include the plans for the next stage 

of user and stakeholder consultation. 



  
 
 

 

How strongly do you agree or disagree that our proposed plans will improve the experience of 
travelling along the route for the following modes of transport: 
 

  
Strongly 
disagree 

Disagree Neutral Agree 
Strongly 
Agree 

Don’t 
know 

Total 

Car 22 35 61 108 43 18 287 

Bus 8 16 49 110 58 37 278 

Motorbike 7 15 78 62 27 80 269 

Walking 11 22 88 58 31 60 270 

Cycling 6 19 55 89 46 59 274 

 
How strongly do you agree or disagree that our proposed improvements will achieve our aims: 
 

        

 
Strongly 
disagree 

Disagree Neutral Agree 
Strongl
y Agree 

Don’t know Total 

Economic 
growth 

9 31 97 93 23 27 280 

Sustainability 8 35 98 93 24 21 279 

Safety 6 20 81 120 36 20 283 

Journey times 23 42 59 98 44 17 283 

Cleaner 
environment 

18 34 100 72 30 26 280 

 
Which of the following do you consider to be most important 
for this route? (please tick up to three boxes) 
 

Reduce traffic congestion and journey times 232 

Improve road safety 95 

Improve bus services  74 

Improve air and noise quality 70 

Improve access to existing cycle network  45 

Improve access to the proposed Elland rail station  46 

Create more green space/areas 41 

Improve bus infrastructure (e.g. shelters and laybys) 40 

Improve access to Halifax rail station  38 

Support creation of new jobs in the area 27 

Live travel information 25 

Improve access to the Huddersfield rail station  13 

Support development of new homes 4 

 
 



  
 
 

 

What is your usual mode of transport when travelling through the area for each of the following 
purposes? 

          
  

Car 
(driver) 

Car 
(passenger) 

Bus Cycling  N/A Walking Taxi Motorbike Total 

Study 31 2 12 2 157 0 0 0 204 

Commuting 115 10 27 11 70 1 0 0 234 

Leisure 141 22 33 23 18 21 3 0 261 

Domestic 169 21 29 3 22 13 1 1 259 

Business 93 5 22 3 97 2 0 0 222 

 
Will these proposals encourage you to leave your car behind and use 
other sustainable travel modes instead i.e. bus, walking or cycling?  

  Yes 77 

No 170 

N/A 42 

 
If yes, how often are you likely to leave your car behind in favour of sustainable 
travel modes?  

  
% of yes & no % of yes 

1 or 2 days per week 19 7.60% 24.60% 

3 or 4 days per week  8 3.20% 10.30% 

5 or more days per week 8 3.20% 10.30% 

At least once per fortnight 17 6.80% 22.00% 

At least once per month 19 7.60% 24.60% 

At least once per year 5 2.00% 6.40% 

 
If yes, which of the following sustainable travel modes would you be likely to use to travel through 
each section of the corridor? 
 

  Walking Cycling 
Local bus service 
(current) 

Express bus service 
(proposed) 

Total 

Halifax to Calder 
Hebble Junction 

12 20 27 40 99 

Elland and West Vale 10 18 26 33 87 

Ainley Top 2 18 22 36 78 

Ainley Top to 
Edgerton 

1 16 22 34 73 

Edgerton to 
Huddersfield Town 
Centre 

5 17 23 35 80 



  
 
 

 

How often do you travel along the stretch of the A629 between Halifax and Calder 
Hebble junction? 

 

        1 or 2 days per week 57 
    3 or 4 days per week 39 
    5 or more days per week 62 
    At least once per fortnight 50 
    At least once per month 32 

    At least once per year 7 
    Never 1 
    Not used in the last 12 months 1 

    

        Please rate the existing experience of travelling along the stretch of the A629 between Halifax and 
Calder Hebble junction for each of the following modes of transport:   

        

  
Very 
poor 

Poor Neutral Good 
Very 
Good  

Don't 
know/ 
don't use 

Total 

Car 25 79 58 63 8 12 245 

Bus 12 39 37 29 5 105 227 

Motorbike 0 6 16 8 1 190 221 

Walking 20 23 27 10 5 140 225 

Cycling 18 16 26 3 1 160 224 

        

        How strongly do you agree or disagree that the proposals in this area will improve the experience 
of travelling for each of the following modes of transport? 

        
  

Strongly 
disagree 

Disagree Neutral Agree 
Strongly 
Agree 

Don’t 
know 

Total 

Car 12 33 52 97 27 17 238 

Bus 6 11 50 65 36 69 237 

Motorbike 4 6 33 31 11 135 220 

Walking 7 13 45 37 16 105 223 

Cycling 5 12 31 43 22 111 224 

 
       



  
 
 

 

How often do you travel along the stretch of 
the A629 between Elland and West Vale? 

   1 or 2 days per week 50 

3 or 4 days per week 26 

5 or more days per week 46 

At least once per fortnight 40 

At least once per month 29 

At least once per year 9 

Never 3 

Not used in the last 12 months 0 

Please rate the existing experience of travelling along the stretch of the A629 between Elland and 
West Vale for each of the following modes of transport:   

        

  
Very 
poor 

Poor Neutral Good 
Very 
Good  

Don't 
know/ 
don't use 

Total 

Car 33 74 43 35 2 16 203 

Bus 17 35 28 16 3 91 190 

Motorbike 4 8 8 9 2 158 189 

Walking 11 19 25 12 2 119 188 

Cycling 10 14 14 9 2 138 187 

        How strongly do you agree or disagree that the proposals in this area will improve the experience 
of travelling for each of the following modes of transport? 

        
  

Strongly 
disagree 

Disagree Neutral Agree 
Strongly 
Agree 

Don’t 
know 

Total 

Car 12 25 54 72 15 19 197 

Bus 5 15 34 50 18 63 185 

Motorbike 2 4 23 13 8 125 175 

Walking 5 5 33 32 8 100 183 

Cycling 5 7 23 14 9 108 166 

 
       

        



  
 
 

 

How often do you travel along the stretch of the A629 through 
Ainley Top? 

    1 or 2 days per week 43 
 3 or 4 days per week 28 
 5 or more days per week 35 
 At least once per fortnight 51 
 At least once per month 32 
 At least once per year 8 
 Never 1 
 Not used in the last 12 months 0 
 

Please rate the existing experience of travelling along the stretch of the A629 through Ainley Top 
for each of the following modes of transport:   

       

  Very poor Poor Neutral Good Very Good  
Don't 
know/ don't 
use 

Car 26 57 53 46 4 11 

Bus 10 30 28 18 4 95 

Motorbike 0 2 10 10 8 154 

Walking 14 24 11 3 2 129 

Cycling 12 24 7 2 2 135 

       

       How strongly do you agree or disagree that the proposals in this area will improve the experience 
of travelling for each of the following modes of transport? 

       
  

Strongly 
disagree 

Disagree Neutral Agree 
Strongly 
Agree 

Don’t know 

Car 9 17 61 63 21 19 

Bus 5 10 27 47 20 69 

Motorbike 2 4 15 21 9 126 

Walking 5 6 30 18 12 105 

Cycling 6 7 20 26 14 103 

 
      



  
 
 

 

How often do you travel along the stretch of 
the A629 between Ainley Top and Edgerton? 

   1 or 2 days per week 27 

3 or 4 days per week 14 

5 or more days per week 18 

At least once per fortnight 26 

At least once per month 29 

At least once per year 6 

Never 2 

Not used in the last 12 months 2 

Please rate the existing experience of travelling along the stretch of the A629 between Ainley Top 
and Edgerton for each of the following modes of transport:   

        

  Very poor Poor Neutral Good 
Very 
Good  

Don't 
know/ 
don't use 

Total 

Car 17 54 29 12 2 9 123 

Bus 9 24 17 8 0 60 118 

Motorbike 0 6 6 2 0 103 117 

Walking 6 14 12 2 0 83 117 

Cycling 6 15 6 1 0 89 117 

        How strongly do you agree or disagree that the proposals in this area will improve the experience 
of travelling for each of the following modes of transport? 

        
  

Strongly 
disagree 

Disagree Neutral Agree 
Strongly 
Agree 

Don’t 
know 

Total 

Car 4 12 42 34 9 15 116 

Bus 2 3 22 23 11 52 113 

Motorbike 0 2 11 6 4 89 112 

Walking 0 3 20 13 5 71 112 

Cycling 1 5 11 16 6 71 110 

 
       



  
 
 

 

How often do you travel along the stretch of 
the A629 between Edgerton and Huddersfield 
Town Centre? 

   1 or 2 days per week 23 

3 or 4 days per week 12 

5 or more days per week 12 

At least once per fortnight 25 

At least once per month 35 

At least once per year 7 

Never 2 

Not used in the last 12 months 1 

Please rate the existing experience of travelling along the stretch of the A629 between Edgerton 
and Huddersfield Town Centre for each of the following modes of transport:   
 

  
Very 
poor 

Poor Neutral Good 
Very 
Good  

Don't 
know/ 
don't use 

Total 

Car 8 42 35 20 3 11 119 

Bus 6 20 22 13 1 51 113 

Motorbike 2 4 5 3 2 99 115 

Walking 6 12 11 4 1 79 113 

Cycling 7 15 4 2 1 83 112 

        

        How strongly do you agree or disagree that the proposals in this area will improve the experience 
of travelling for each of the following modes of transport? 

        
  

Strongly 
disagree 

Disagree Neutral Agree 
Strongly 
Agree 

Don’t 
know 

Total 

Car 3 9 36 40 9 15 112 

Bus 2 3 20 28 10 45 108 

Motorbike 0 1 7 10 5 84 107 

Walking 0 2 15 12 4 73 106 

Cycling 0 5 4 21 6 72 108 



  
 
 

 

Respondents were asked why they would not change their travel mode to a sustainable mode.  

 1 bus an hour?? Really?? And that’s when it turns up. Who can live life around that. Not planning 
walking 6 miles to work and even if you had the most perfect cycleways, with all the hills round 
here I would end up a sweaty mess when I got there. So definitely sticking to the car 

 2 lanes are pointless when one is shut for buses 12 hours a day and when it's open cars park 
inside it. Complete waste of time and money just a scam to catch people out in the bus lane and 
all t has done is move the bottle neck further up to road. My bet is council tax will rise again 
soon aswell to pay for this joke of "improvements. Paint it how you want it's still 1 lane from 
town to Jubilee road... 

 already walk on the greenway and canal towpath - driving will remain the principal non-leisure 
transportation. 

 Am often collecting animal feed - car needed. Buses do not go [illegible] I end up 

 As a walker, I find the proposals to widen footpaths for cyclists to be worrying and dangerous. It 
will encourage cyclists to travel too fast. R approach. As they rarely have or use a bell, walkers 
are often not aware of their approach. For driving in Elland, the proposed removal of the 
roundabout and blocking of roads will make it more difficult for me to get from home to the 
main routes out of the town, forcing me on to different minor roads. I also strongly oppose the 
reduction of the speed limit on the Elland bypass to 40mph. 

 As I am a pensioner,our bus services are not reliable,and I cannot stand for ages when a 
scheduled bus misses. 

 Because I already walk part of the time when I travel between Halifax and Elland/West Vale.  The 
worst part, for myself and many others, is the inconvenience caused by removing the right turns 
from Spring Hall to the Hospital.  Those of us who attend St Alban's and St Andrew's churches 
seem to have been either ignored, or effectively "told" that we are going to have to spend more 
time driving between home - in Skircoat Green area - and church. We now have to drive further 
(causing increased cost and more emissions) in order to make the journey. I would have 
supported the developments had this stupid approach not been taken.  It has even encouraged 
me to think of leaving Halifax! 

 Because I am disabled. 

 because I like the convenience of the car 

 Because I use if travelling further afield than huddersfield 

 Because I'm gong on elsewhere. 

 Because it’s inconvenient 

 because my journey extends beyond Halifax/Huddersfield where public transport is poor. 

 Because the cycle routes are not direct enough and some are in a useless or impractical and do 
nothing to encourage unconfident riders like myself. These new toucan crossings are dangerous 
when many people stood side by side you cannot see the green man to tell when it's safe to 
cross, the old style on the opposite side facing you were much safer. I dont think it will also 
improve on the numbers of people using the bus as buses are too unreliable and dont provide a 
reliant service anyway. I had to give up a job because the service between Halifax and 
huddersfield was in reliable and that was at 5am in the morning when the roads are empty, so 
god help us when busy. 

 because things like train parking are still not good enough - we need a nice big car park to make 
it easier use the train - I use it at weekends when I can park as easier - and I think this is the main 



  
 
 

 

issue point to point Hx - Hd train is great but parking in HX very poor. I use my bike to go Elland 
on pebble trail but not safe after Elland at moment 

 bus doesn't go near enough to my destination 

 Bus not possible when carrying heavy shopping ( we are in our 70s/80s) 

 Bus services are atrocious and eye wateringly expensive. Having seen the effects of the recent 
waste of money at Salterhebble and the waste of money on the cycle lane on Calderdale Way I 
have no faith that Calderdale Council really understand the nature of the traffic chaos all 
through the borough. Halifax's economy depends on people being able to get to the town easily 
all you are doing is making it more difficult for the majority of commuters to do that. 

 Bus transport is not often enough.And cycling on main roads is dangerous and air quality is poor. 

 Buses are unreliable, expensive, they stink, they are often empty, they stop drivers using an 
empty lane and they are a danger to all road users. Bikes are dangerous, exhausting, unrealistic 
for long journeys and arn't suitable for jobs in suits. 

 buses are unreliable,expensive no at the times i want.walking is too long and i prefer leisure 
cycling of the roads 

 can not rely on buses as they get delayed by road works 

 Can’t stand public transport Cycling is too dangerous and cyclists are a total menses on the roads 

 Car is necesary to transport work related item. Also for personal travel when shopping car will 
still be most convenient option 

 Commuting does not give me the time to use other means of transport. 

 Company car 

 Convenience 

 Convenience 

 convenience and ability to travel to multiple locations with ease whilst carrying shopping 

 Convenience and comfort of car use for commuting. 

 Cycling and walking in this area are only for the young and fit and the buses do not go where I 
want to go. 

 Cycling not safe and no buses available at present 

 disabled and unable to use a bike or walk as I work in brighouse 

 Dont own a car use bus already 

 Don't think it will appreciably improve other travel modes. Not enough to make a change 

 Driving to Leeds for work too far to cycle 

 Due to the nature of my job I need to be able to move from place to place quickly. This isn't 
possible at the moment by public transport. 

 Due to the need to collect children at school time. 

 elderly and unable to reach a bus with out changing a few times 

 focus needs to be away from the car, in all cases. More emphasis on public transport and safer 
cycling 

 For work 

 Have to drive for work 

 I already use bus and car for this route so the question is not relevant to me. If the alterations 
make traffic flow better, people will carry on using their cars. It is the bus services that need to 
be more appealing and CHEAPER. Look at London Transport and how cheap that is compared to 
this area. Private company services are all based on profit. It is people who can't afford cars that 
pay the price! You won't get people out of their tin boxes. 



  
 
 

 

 I already walk or use the bus if it is feasible (time constraints and load constraints) walking on 
the A629 is not pleasant, but I do it. 

 I already walk some of this route, but it does not encourage me to walk more often. I only use 
the buses along this route on a very rare basis as they do not travel to my ultimate destination. 

 i am a registered disabled so i need my car for comfort, plus i need car to take my 77yo disabled 
mum for her apps and take her shopping 

 I am disabled and unable to use public transport. I do get fed up of cyclists and buses taking 
priority - aren't I important too when I have no other form of transport other than being driven 
in a car. 

 I cannot cycle from Luddenden to the HRI every day, nor can I get to work via bus as I need my 
car to travel for work - it is a condition of my job. 

 I can't carry all the things I need to carry on public transport. 

 I commute to the motorway and an onward journey, so car is my only option. I could avoid the 
area altogether if the train was more reliable and was cheaper. 

 i cycle for leisure and commuting. My main commuting cycle route misses out this area 
completely as it is one of many 'no go areas' for cycling. from time to time i have to pass through 
this area and i breathe a sigh of relief when i get through. Any cycling improvements on and 
around a junction and busy approach area like this needs to be on dedicated, safe cycle paths. 
Shared pathways with pedestrians can work, but takes some educating of said pedestrians as i 
have found for example in Huddersfield on the ring-road if you use the paths there and someone 
is walking in it, they can be reluctant to step aside. Therefore the cycling commuting time can be 
too long. Also cars park in and sometimes drive in to painted bike lanes (try cycling on the A58 
out of Sowerby Bridge) so yet agan these can be dangerous. If you want to encourage more 
people to cycle, and not just make it easier for current cyclists you need to make it as safe and 
user friendly as possible 

 I do t travel them often enough to warrant a change in method of transport. 

 I do use the bus when I can but sometimes have to travel by car. The journey from Elland via 
West Vale is a nightmare, parked cars delay journey, the traffic lights do not have a right turn 
filter so huge back logs of traffic build up 

 I do walk into Huddersfield often but not via A629. If i am using a car on A629 it is because I need 
to. I am a runner and do use some of the proposed walking route for running. 

 I don’t believe the bus service will be reliable. I wouldn’t feel safe going on a bus when it is dark. 

 I don’t have time to mess about walking, have no intention of cycling. When I use this transport 
corridor it’s for work, and I tend to use the hospital shuttle bus. On the occasion that I use the 
route for personal reasons then I wouldn’t walk or cycle.....I’m not that stupid. 

 I dont like to leave my dog at home. 

 I don't own a bike and I'd rather not walk to university it would take too long 

 I don't think many people will cycle this route and even less walk 

 I have a disability 

 I have a disability. 

 I have a responsibility to others. 

 I have looked into getting a bus to work, but I would need to get catch it half an hour before I 
currently leave the house, and my mornings are already tightly timed and then because it goes 
all round Elland it would take 45 minutes for a journey which takes me 20 minutes by car. I don't 
need to get to Huddersfield, but New Hey Road. The few times I've been to Huddersfield town 



  
 
 

 

centre the bus has been great, but why would I go there when Halifax is better and without 
walking distance of the shops for me? 

 I have severe mobility problems and use of any other means of travel other than car is not viable 

 I have to travel a lot and often large distances and so need car 

 I have to travel from Sowerby Bridge to Clayton West each day, leaving at 7am and returning 
between 5pm and 8pm, and there is no single or reliable method of achieving this journey 
through public transport. 

 I like my car and I need to transport my dog to the vet 

 I live in Barkisland, too far away to allow this 

 I live in Stainland and it is too hilly for me to cycle 

 I need to travel for work so I have a company car - to carry IT equipment. Other means of 
transport are simply not feasible. 

 I own a business that needs our employees to travel around the region visiting and working with 
our clients.The idea that I can run a successful business with our people travelling on a bus, 
cycling or walking is simply laughable. I feel that people will continue to use their cars because 
they need to, and bus lanes and cycling routes will just make the journey even slower. These 
really feel like last century solutions - we should be looking to support the transition to electric 
cars and if Calderdale is serious about economic development, it should be making travel BY CAR 
its priority. 

 I see an insignificant improvement in bus services and times. I *want* to use buses more, but 
these changes do nothing to encourage me 

 I travel from Todmorden. I need to use the car. 

 i travel to bradford weekly and find that traveling by bus etc would extend my journey time to 
an unacceptable level 

 I Travel too far - this is only part of a bigger journey. Can’t do it by bike. 

 I use my car for convenience and time priorities 

 I use this route for business, and often am taking equipment and tools so a car is necessary 

 I used to cycle to work but now that I am unemployed and highly unlikely to ever work again it is 
unlikely that any changes to these roads will have any significant benefits for me. If I don't have 
money then I am anchored well and truly in Elland the poorest town in Calderdale. It is quite 
clear over the last 8 years that business people have their concerns addressed first and foremost 
and the general public go to the back of the queue. Strivers, winners and achievers only. The rest 
of us can twiddle off. Having worked for 40 years or more all I can see is nothing really changes. 
The poor still stay poor whilst the business world thrives. The selection of representatives of this 
project hosting the open days clearly indicated a certain level of hidden contempt for anything 
but the right wing objectives of business growth. Yes these changes may create jobs but do 
these jobs actually make a real difference in peoples spending power. 40 years tells me "NO". 

 I will never use public transport, not convenient and far too expensive 

 I will or won’t walk depending on other factors 

 I work on the out side of Huddersfield 

 I would not use a bicycle I feel the roads are too congested and unsafe to rude a bike sagely on 
our roads. 

 If I'm using this route, it's to get to the motorway M62 to travel to districts in Manchester, 
Manchester airport and to get to the M6. It's not practical to use alternative travel methods. I 
use the train if going to Manchester city centre. 

 If using public transport between places here, I would take the train. 



  
 
 

 

 Inconvenience of bus travel and too far for walking cycling 

 INDEPENDANT , TRUST ISSUES , TIME 

 It is impossible for me to not use a car. I am self employed and have to travel to various towns 
and cities to see clients. The rail service is disgusting in our area, and I would not think of cycling 
- despite the proposed imporvements, the traffic is much too dangerous. A walk alomng these 
routes is also not a favourite for pleasure- its congested and with the neighbourhood plan for 
Elland etc will get significantly worse. No matter what is done there will be increased traffic. I 
have to carry laptops, goods etc and have to use a car. I think the shared car scheme is 
unworkable too - you would have to go to hte sampe place at the same time every day, and as a 
woman I would not be comfortable sharing with a stranger - and you dont know their driving 
skills. The neighbourhood plan is set to make things much worse in our already congested area- 
we are selling our house because of it. 

 It is not possible to do what I have to do on the bus. I don't have a bike and I can't walk too far 

 It is the frequency and cost of public transport 

 It would be completely impractical, time consuming and costly from where I live and I have 
children to pick up and drop off from different places. 

 its too far 

 Journeys are not just for onepurpose combine various activities within a limited timescale 

 Lack of convenience, speed of journey and cost differences not significant 

 Live in Mirfield commute to Halifax, very very poor bus and rail links, only viable travel is car 

 live in Ripponden bus not pracyical 

 Live in Todmorden and work at HRI,12.5 hours a day, not able to do the journey in an 
appropriate time 

 Long commute so need a car 

 Mainly use this route for shopping or hospital visits. Will not help this 

 Mobility issues and no bus stop close to my home 

 My husband is disabled 

 My main reason for travelling this route is for commuting and as I travel beyond Huddersfield, I 
would need improvements to bus routes from my area into Huddersfield to link up with Halifax 
buses. I would be more likely to consider the bus on occasions if it was a direct route though. If 
there was a park and ride option I would also especially encouraged to use public transport for 
part of my journey. 

 Need car owing to mobility level. Travel pattern does not fit with commitments. 

 No bus where I need to go 

 No current or proposed suitable bus stops or bus routes to replace existing journey 

 No not really. I am well past standing at freezing bus stops when I can go in my car at any time 
suitable to me without having to leave the house at certain times. That road is not suitable at all 
for cycling and I have heard many blaring homes and seen near misses before now even with the 
cycle lanes that have cut down on road space for an ever increasing number of cars. I live in 
Southowram and would have to cycle back up Southowram bank and risk a heart attack. I have 
walked on there as I like to walk but it was very unpleasant due to the noise and speeding traffic 
and pollution. 

 No of these are any use to me as I can't get the bus and I certainly don't cycle at my age 

 Not convenient - travel beyond those points 

 Not convenient or practical from Hebden Bridge 

 Not convenient or realistic alternatives 



  
 
 

 

 Not convinced that travel times will improve. 

 Not possible to do the journeys to Manchester and Sheffield at the time I would need them on 
public transport. 

 Not practical in rural setting, with work commitments I have to change plans. 

 Not suitable to walk so far for shopping 

 Not yet! Need to see an improvement in the roads and reliability of bus service before I start 
using this service regularly 

 often going much further then Huddersfield any other means would be impractical, i cant walk 5 
days to a meeting... 

 Only if the Halifax or Elland train goes direct to Manchester airport 

 only use it to travel further like motorway access so not appropriate. 

 Other forms of transport do not make activities after work practical. 

 Poor bus services 

 Prefer to drive 

 Public transport is too slow, dirty, impractical, inconvenient and not suited to a semi rural 
location like Halifax. It would be far better to make it easier for motorists to get into towns, park 
safely and securely and utilise trains to get from one town to the next. We should be building 
dual carriageways directly in to town and then building large multistorey car parks to facilitate 
easy access to leisure, retail and national rail links 

 Quicker by car 

 Rail will make a difference. With that excluded I will continue to use the car and bus. You are still 
planning to use traffic lights. It is traffic lights which make a mess of current traffic flows and this 
will continue. You need to think bigger and use slip roads to bring traffic onto and away from the 
A629 - slip roads keep traffic flowing. Traffic lights stop traffic and cause confusion and delay - 
for all vehicles using the road. The A629 is unsafe for pedestrians and cyclists. The cycleway is 
ignored by many cyclists who for some reason prefer to travel on the roads. 

 still need another bus route to complete my journey 

 The bus prices in the area are too high and do not encourage you to use them. The journeys can 
be slow and it is faster/more convenient to drive myself. 

 The cycle lanes are on the edge of busy roads and are not safe. Follow the European example of 
dedicated cycle lanes away from traffic and then I will consider cycling 

 The hilly terrain of Halifax just doesn't make it easy, especially in bad weather. 

 The journey time is not the issue with public transport, the issue is the cost. I can drive to Halifax 
or Huddersfield from my home and park in either town for less money than it would cost me to 
go on the bus. If there are more than two people travelling it is more cost effective to take a taxi 
than to get the bus. The bus stops for this route are not convenient for me. Customer service 
from bus drivers is terrible, they are usually miserable. Buses are normally freezing cold in winter 
and covered in condensation so bus travel is hardly appealing. I don't want to have to listen to 
other people's music or screaming children when I'm travelling somewhere. Most people who 
use buses only do so because they can travel for free i.e. OAP's. If they did not have free travel I 
very much doubt that they would use the service either. Nobody wants to buy bags full of 
shopping and squeeze onto a bus with them when they have the option of bringing it back in the 
comfort and warmth of their own car. I'm not sure why anyone would choose to walk from 
Halifax to Huddersfield. Whilst I see people using the cycle path between Elland and Ainley Top I 
very rarely see anybody walking that way as there isn't really anything to walk to at Ainley Top! I 



  
 
 

 

work in Halifax but would not choose to cycle there, even if the route was improved as there are 
not the facilities to shower when I get to work. 

 The journeys I make tend to be longer distance or early mornings/evenings, where the bus 
service is not frequent enough. Closest bus stop to my house is being removed - and this stop 
has a service every 10 minutes to Halifax - a disincentive to my family using the bus 

 The proposed new northbound off-slip from the Calderdale Way into Elland, complementing the 
existing on-slip, is not suitable as it is signalised, which will cause traffic queues going up the hill, 
and slow buses right down, as they already struggle up the hill as it is. The new northbound slip 
road, should be a separate road, not cross a major dual-carriageway, with traffic signals. Speed 
limits should remain at 50 mph, as this will allow cars to now be slowed down by buses going up 
the hill. 

 The route will become busier therefore more pollution 

 There are much better places to walk, which I use and cannot see why I would walk on this route 
for leisure purposes 

 There is not a direct bus to my place of work. To use the bus/train I would need to Use three 
separate busses or trains. 

 They started by promising two new bridges to the train station now its only one due to lack of 
money being used up buy consultants those bridges need to be there as a direct route 

 This stretch of road is only part of my journey. I do not live in the area. 

 Time constraints 

 Time is of the essence. I need to care for my father and make hospital visits. I don’t want to be 
reliant on buses. 

 To far and too steep as well as being too dangerous 

 to old to cycle 

 Too far a distance to walk or cycle, work unsocial hours. Would have to take 3 buses to get to 
work 

 Too far from my home 

 Too hilly 

 Too hilly for walking. Bus service not conveinient. Medical reasons for non cycling 

 Too much shopping to carry 

 Travel to Leeds as this is a major commuter route 

 Travelling by public transport from where I live to where I am going is all but impossible, and is 2 
to 3 times the journey time by car. Your rational therefore seems to be to make car journey 
times longer and more inconvenient in an attempt to make the case for public transport 

 unable to walk or cycle very far.If I am travelling that route I am usually going past Huddersfield 
so a bus wouldn't go to my destination or start at my home.So impractical and too expensive 

 Unclean air when waking along road. No alternative 

 Using the A629 and Ainley Top is only the first part of my journey 

 We need to go to the hospital. The bus is now going to stop about 400 yds away. No thought for 
the disabled. 

 When travelling I am working bike isnt practical 

 Who in their right mind would cycle or walk this route. Why would I use the bus when I have a 
car. 

 Who wants to cycle or walk on the A629 from Halifax to Ainley Top? I don't believe you are 
allowed to, it's dangerous! 

 Work at multiple sites within a day which is not practical on public transport 



  
 
 

 

 work in Elland so think i would continue driving from Halifax to Elland 

 would use train if service could be relied on between Sowereby Bridge and Elland. SB to Hudds is 
neigh impossible.  

Respondents were asked if they would like to see further improvements or whether they have any 
further feedback about the project. Responses have been categorised according to themes.  

Cycling and walking 

 I fully support your idea of improving the cycle paths as I believe this could really improve travel 
as well as overall health. 

 The proposal to block off Syringa St to cars us good and should be done even if the rest does not 
happen. Even so not sure that Firest Ave / Sunnybank wouldn't be a better route for the cycle / 
walking. 

 reflect on the idea of re-establishing a foot bridge across the calder & hebble canal at the back of 
the Barge & Barrel pub in Elland back in 2010. Proposals suggested at the defunct EDP meetings. 
So some 8 years later this is now part of your new plan, it took a long time coming. 

 Please continue creating safe cycle routes with children in mind too. 

 total separation for walkers and cyclists from other traffic 

 The proposed new bridge seems to be a lot of money wasted, when other roads need attention. 
Peole will never cycle to work or as a leisure activity when the roads are not safe and full of 
potholes. 

 Two contraflow cycle lanes are proposed.  Will they be protected by a kerb?  Otherwise they 
don't sound safe especially at night.  The contraflow cyclelane in Elland at Saddleworth road 
looks dangerous considering how narrow the road is.  Is the one way section just the length of 
the blue arrows? 

 There appears to be a cycle lane being introduced on Occupation Lane at Edgerton. This road 
isn't wide enough as it is. How will a cycle lane fit? 

 I am encouraged by the plans to improve facilities for cyclists and pedestrians on local residential 
roads. And I welcome the proposals to improve the public transport facilities. We need to make 
our streets more livable and walk-able.  

 In order to make Calderdale more accessible the pavements and road crossings have to be made 
safe and accessible. In order to use public transport you need to be able to get to the bus stops 
or train stations. For elderly and disabled and pushchairs this can be a major problem. I can't 
access a lot of areas because I can't cross a road quickly so am very limited for access as most 
roads are busy and fast. 

 4) bus stop removal In Elland on Jepson Lane  is a huge dis-incentive to bus travel - the 
Northbound stop at the corner of Jepson Lane/Victoria Rd is the bus stop that covers the huge 
housing area of South West Elland (from the area South of Victoria Rd and West of Savile Rd ) 
with a service every 10 mins to Halifax.  

 I have concerns about the proposed cycle path introduced alongside Siddal New Road. Firstly 
this is likely to have a poor BCR given that this proposed path is well below the main road. The 
main road at this location is surely wide enough to include a cycle path? Additionally at the 
junction with Water Lane it is proposed to cut across the entrance to the industrial units, which 
would require 3rd party land acquisition, but also would be unsafe for cyclists with this being the 
entrance for industrial units and the associated heavy freight movements. 

 I welcome the proposed routes for cyclists and pedestrians.  



  
 
 

 

 The proposals are based from a car centric perspective which does not prioritise Cycling and 
Walking as the primary user group. If we are serious about tackling air quality, congestion, and 
inactivity then we need brave and bold decisions to be made which prioritise walkers and cyclists 
as the key user group, not vehicle owners. The benefits of a safe and prioritised walking 
infrastructure need communicating to the wider public to enable significant modeshift and 
create buy in, which a bold proposal would do. The current proposals maintain the status quo of 
car dependency instead of prioritising local cycle and walking routes and emphasising their role 
in transforming the way in which we travel and future proofing us against future challenges of 
poor air quality, congestion, health inequality, and over population. Basing proposals around 
short term traffic flow improvements and better vehicular access, is the wrong focus area. I 
appreciate we have many cultural and political barriers to overcome but we have to start 
somewhere and ensure our towns and cities are healthy liveable places for future generations. 

 Development of the greenway along the former canal is good. Hopefully one day this might be 
reopened to the centre of Halifax 

 Do any of these proposing the cycle routes actually consult cyclists or are cyclists of the route 
themselves, as that would have given you the information I suggested to be included and a 
better understanding of environmental concerns. 

 As for building cycle routes.....they’re a good idea except that the majority of cyclists won’t use 
them, preferring to use the road for some reason. It would be a total waste of money. 

 The original three new bridges praposal kept to allow cyclists and waks to get to the station and 
A629 route 

 The traffic lights at the top of Salterhebble hill are clearly designed for vehicles and are not 
pedestrian friendly, especially near the hospital where pedestrians/public transport users from 
Halifax have to cross the road to access the hospital via at least two sets of lights! This is also 
true for pedestrians walking up on the left side of Salterhebble hill towards Halifax. 

 Segregated cycle lanes are needed, I wouldn’t feel safe cycling in a cycle lane that is just 
separated by a white line on the road 

 I would like to discuss pedestrian and cycling traffic with someone, if you could forward contact 
details I would be very grateful. 

 I have already submitted previous responses to the A629 plans but as chair of Kirklees Cycling 
Campaign I wish to make some additional comments about the plans on Section E1 detail 3 
which relate to proposals around the Ring Road at Outcote Bank. 1. I fail to see why these 
proposals are being presented as they have nothing to do with the A629 plans. 2. This is one of 
the proposals that was comprehensively rejected when it was previously presented to the City 
Connect Advisory Group for approval. 3. The plans fail to address the needs of a good cycling 
route from the town centre to the Manchester Road. They use shared space throughout (TFL 
quotes 'shared-use' as only to be used as a last resort). There are an endless number of road 
crossings and the Ring Road crossing - although it is in one phase - arrives at a traffic island near 
the Fire Station and then asks the cyclist to wait again before crossing Outcote Bank. I could go 
on.... These plans should never have left the drawing board and are a disgrace to a council that is 
professing to be able to design a cycle route. Please Rethink! There is a serious need for a cycle 
route between the towpath on the Huddersfield Narrow Canal and Huddersfield Town Centre. It 
needs finance, serious thinking through, political will and good design. None of these are evident 
in this proposal. This proposal is compromise from start to finish. For further thoughts and ideas 
on this please read the notes on route 6 in the Kirklees Cycling Campaign Newsletter No. 25. This 
can be found on the Kirklees Cycling Campaign website: kirkleescyclingcampaign.wordpress.com 



  
 
 

 

 Any money spent on making cyclists abilities is for me a total waste of money as they will not use 
the way as much as for what it costs. I use the road to Brighouse many times a week and cannot 
remember the last time I saw either a Cyclist on the road. Or a Clear way for cyclists to follow 
the cycleway due to parked cRs. What is the point in paying for A this infrastructure to be put in 
place if, A. Other Nobody IS using it. OR B. Even should they WISH to use it?? Smacks to me of 
the UNBROKEN white lines to signify NO Parking these are ignored at ALL TIMES also. Highway 
code states 'Do not cross UNBROKEN WHITE LKNES' so people and Police ignore them, so why 
waste money on them??! 

 Temporary closures to cars and non-commercial vehicles to promote cyling, bus travel and 
walking.This will reduce emissions, promote exercise, enable road maintenance and promote 
community activity. These closures are a recurring proposal in the highly polluted and congested 
Calderdale villages and towns along the main roads. 

 Even though cycling uptake is low between Riorges Link towards Ainley Top in the future more 
people will have electric bikes meaning they will be able to get up the hill better. Currently the 
run up the hill is only suitable for experienced and strong cyclists of which there will also be 
more in the future as we move closer to a Netherlands-style cycle blend. 

 Separate cycles and cars on the existing road. I want to be able to cycle safely all the way up the 
bypass and down into Huddersfield 

 Safe cycle routes that you can take children on. 

 Remove all access to bikes. They cause more problems on the roads than other road users and 
pay the least but are the most often heard complaining. 

 On the whole there are many really well thought out improvements for Cycling and Walking 
creating a joined up route that should really benefit many people and open up cycling to more 
people. I think the stopping up on Syringa Street should make that residential area a more 
pleasant place to live, reclaiming that space from traffic. 

 Cycling routes to be well signed  

 Pedestrian-friendly lighting to encourage walking in winter/hours of darkness. Provision of 
sensible pedestrian crossings, especially round the hospital area. 

 Incorporate quick repair pods for bikes along the route, i.e. tyre pumps, spanners and socker 
wrench for pedals  

 I would like to see proper signage on the routes so cyclists can travel at ease. In future, it would 
be good if all the routes were well connected like Spen Valley Greenway and Leeds to Liverpool. 
There needs to be regulations in place for safer travel on the canal. Walkers and cyclists need to 
share the space responsibly and be mindful of each other. Dog walkers MUST keep their dogs on 
a lead and move to the side when a cyclist rings their bell. I cannot stress enough how unsafe it 
is when a dog jumps out onto the path while your cycling and you find their owner miles behind 
them. Dog owners MUST take responsibility of their pet and if they don't then they should be 
fined for not putting their dog on a lead. Educate the canal users, monitor the canal and enforce 
these regulations. Otherwise you are wasting time and money on this because it is nowhere near 
ready for people to use on a regular basis. It is not even ideal for a family day out let alone 
travelling between Halifax and Huddersfield.  Also, it would be beneficial to have quick repair 
pods on-route so if someone got a flat tyre or their pedal comes off then they got somewhere to 
conduct a quick repair. 

 Supportive of the proposals to improve the existing off road facility (taken in conjunction with 
the Elland (Station) Access proposals and also the creation of a segregated cycle lane along 
Huddersfield Old Road between Elland Town Centre and the Calderdale Way Bridge 



  
 
 

 

 Concerned that although the proposals claim to be aimed at linking with Halifax Railway Station, 
they clearly do not, as the plans show nothing between Water Lane and the Railway Station. I 
was advised by Roseanna in January 2019 that feasibility work on this section was complete but 
there is no reference to this on the Plan 

 Accessible footpaths for pedestrians including crossings 

 Pedestrian road crossing areas designed to be pedestrian friendly and not just motorist friendly. 
The designated crossing areas seem to be some way from bus stops and at least two to three 
sets of lights just to get across a road at a junction, meaning that the lights are very likely to 
change if you are not quick off the mark on the first green man road crossed. The new waist 
level pedestrian go ahead and cross the road lights@ cannot been seen if there is more than two 
people stood waiting to cross the road! 

 better bridges across the river and canal for walkers and cyclists 

 Connect the Hebble Trail to Halifax Station / Town Centre. Improve signage of cycle routes 
through Elland. 

 Cycle and pedestrian priority at all junctions and traffic lights. Fully segregated cycle routes 
throughout. Congestion charge for all petrol/diesel powered vehicles. Police enforcement as 
currently it is virtually non-existent. 

 cycle lane separated from traffic where possible 

 Dedicated cycle lanes separate from the road 

 Desperately needs a cycle lane or improved pavement between Ainkey Top and Rastrick. Road is 
fast and dangerous. Only a matter of time before fatality. Pavement is in shocking condition yet 
still used by cyclists and runners. Just need to pave it all and call that cycle lane. 

 Ensure cycle lanes are cleaned. Current cycle lane through from Calder hebble to West vale is 
always very poor and can't be used. 

 A clean-up of the Hebble Trail walking/cycle path would be brilliant; the route is strewn with 
rubbish 

 Further extension of safe cycle access to Lowfields business park continuing from the proposed 
Elland station. 

 I feel that the roads around the Calderdale Halifax Hospital are not pedestrian friendly. Especially 
if using public transport from Halifax to get there. Which ever bus stop you alight at near the 
hospital you are faced with several sets of crossings just to access the other side of the road, I 
have seen people put their lives at risk trying to cross to the hospital side of the road directly 
from the Huddersfield bound bus stops. 

 I think the old walkway along Elland Wood Bottom, between Calder & Hebble and Elland Bridge 
turn off, could have been transformed into a 2 way cycle highway as is off the road and 
therefore very safe. 

 I would like to see the pedestrian safety reviewed and acknowledged and barriers put in place as 
the road feels busier but the paths narrower, On a school route this makes an uneasy joirney 

 I would like to talk to someone about cycling on our roads. When travelling around look at ways 
of managing cycling and walking. Is it possible you could let me know the name of the person I 
need to contact to discuss my ideas. 

 Main area of improvement would be around the Trinity Street, Fitzwilliam St, Park Avenue 
junction at the bottom of Greenhead Park and between there and the Ring Road. Use of the 
current traffic lights is not great as they take a while to navigate and don't fix the problems with 
the other three crossing points at that junction. The only solution I can think of would be a 
proper 4 way traffic lighted junction with pedestrian and cyclist phase. This would also really 



  
 
 

 

help vehicles trying to get between Fitzwilliam St and Park Avenue that often take risks to get 
across the fast moving Trinity Street. The current Cycle Lane away from the Town on Trinity 
Street is dangerous, The parking bays are not wide enough so force cyclists into traffic lane made 
worse by the traffic islands resulting in close passes. The only solution to this that I can think of 
would be to only have parking on on side and using the freed space to widen the parking bays 
and have a cycle lane towards the town. 

 Make a walkway through the scrub and woodland that runs along the side of the road and you 
could also put a cycle way in the same place to get cyclists out of the way of traffic. It would be 
very nice and safe if it was to be landscaped. 

 New bridges or underpasses for pedestrians and peddle cyclists, especially at Ainley Top and 
Huddersfield Ring Road. 

Road 

 I have never understood the so called improvements at Salterhebble. Yes there is now an extra 
lane but once you get past the hospital the road is still the same width and the traffic has to 
merge back into the existing road lanes creating another bottleneck further up. 

 There is room for the speed limit on A629 to be increased to national speed limit, most defineley 
NOT reduced to 40mph 

 Wish you well but until you get 2 lanes from Ainley Top down Halifax Rd I think you lose the 
battle to speed traffic up.There should be a completely separate road to Calderdale Royal 
Infirmary. Still a potential problem with cars queuing to get into car park. 

 Traffic lights at West Vale create huge congestion in the mornings the yellow grid boxes don’t 
work 

 Two lanes in each direction all the way through. 

 Widen the road - there is enough room to have 2 lanes in and out. 

 The queues into Huddersfield from ainley top are terrible, anything here would help. When the 
works were taking place by the hospital and below my daughters journey times from school 
increased by 39 mins this was really unacceptable and j would hope more consideration will be 
given to his traffic is managed during disruption 

 The 'scissor' junction on the B6114 to B6113. Cut back the island by 5 or so metres. This would 
allow double lane traffic to go down the B6113 and the B6114 at the same time. At the moment 
if the B6114 is stuck back to the this junction then traffic that wants to go down the B6113 is 
held up for lack of room. This is exacerbated by the hatched section as well. At the junction of 
the B6112 and the B6114, the hatched section needs to be re-done and indicative arrows to 
show motorists how to turn right at a cross roads.The new northbound slip road, should be a 
separate road, not cross a major dual-carriageway, with traffic signals. Speed limits should 
remain at 50 mph, as this will allow cars to now be slowed down by buses going up the hill. 

 Schemes to prevent rat-running on residential roads between the A629 and A640 which make 
life both unpleasant, unhealthy and dangerous for local residents. I was very pleased to see that 
this problem has been addressed in the current phase of proposals. Both as an individual and as 
a member of Marsh Community Forum I have been trying for over ten years to get traffic 
calming, preferably using one-way systems or blocking certain roads and as a Forum we have 
been campaigning for 20 mph speed restrictions on side roads. At long last Kirklees Highways 
seem to be taking some notice. Thank you! 

 Sort out the road between the Elland by-pass and Salterhebble. 



  
 
 

 

 Sort the traffic lights out from Elland through West Vale is hopeless. Cannot turn right towards 
Halifax, cars block the junction waiting to turn right 

 Speed cameras on salterhebble hill and a way of leaving Doncaster Street and being able to 
travel towards Halifax without fearing for your life whilst trying to turn right across FOUR lanes 
of fast moving traffic. ZERO consideration has been given to the residents living in this hill. 

 Support for residents on the junction roads off Huddersfield Road. 

 switch the traffic lights off at ainley top, there was an incident a while back at rush hour where 
the lights were taken out of action and everything appeared to flow better. 

 Remove the feeding in stretch coming back towards Halifax. Alter the access off Wakefield 
Road....it can be quite dangerous. 

 Rethink traffic flow at bottlenecks making better use of existing infrastructure. 

 Road calming bumps in the side roads to slow down cars as the cameras don't work as some 
drivers speed up between the cameras in 29 mile zones 

 ROADS LIKE BRUSSELS … SMOOTH CLEAN FREE FROM RUBISH /DISTRACTION 

 Sadly the change in road layout on Salterhebble leaving Halifax has not improved. It would have 
been better to keep two lanes of traffic flowing from the town directly to the end of the bypass, 
therefore not requiring the two lanes to merge and the traffic to keep moving quicker. 

 Remove merge in turn coming down to Hebble junction. It doesn’t need to be two lanes going 
out of Halifax you could sacrifice two lanes journeying out to allow a filter lane to left on coming 
in. I’ve never seen any queues when people are journeying away from Salterhebble. You could 
make it two lanes after the merge in turn place. 

 Reduction in traffic is crucial to our environment  

 Reduce traffic for cars 

 You are just moving the log jam somewhere else along the route a bypass would have been 
better or even improve the rail travelPinch point removal  

 I'd also like to see the introduction of Lane Control Signalling between Halifax town centre and 
Salterhebble the Salterhebble triangle / start / end of Elland Bypass and also between Ainley Top 
and Huddersfield which would allow two lanes one way and one the other, this would reverse in 
the afternoon peak as this would allow a balance of traffic into either Halifax and Huddersfield.   

 Access only route through Siddal to avoid rat running 

 Put Right Turn only traffic light filter on northbound traffic lights in West Vale, allowing right turn 
from Northbound B6113 Rochdale Rd into B6112 Huddersfield Rd. 

 West Vale - retain access to Calder St from B6113 Rochdale Rd ONLY but make one way - to 
allow parents access to West Vale Primary School from Elland without adding to congestion on 
B6112 Huddersfield Rd 

 Retain northbound bus stop in Elland at Jepson Lane/Victoria Rd as it's the closest bus stop to 
the huge housing area South of Victoria Rd and West of Savile Rd  

 Improve Calder & Hebble junction to facilitate northbound traffic into Halifax 

 Ambulance priority 

 Better flow of traffic for cars, cut out bus lane and use it for cars, I hardly ever see buses in it 
anyway. 

 Camera in the traffic lights to many cars jumping or not even stopping at red lights in Halifax at 
the mo 

 The current improvements have only moved the Lane merges to a different place this still 
creates a bottle neck. The bottle necks has only moved to a different place 



  
 
 

 

 The idea of bringing climbing southbound traffic to a halt at junction lights to let Halifax buses 
off the e by pass and into Elland seems a very bad idea. This will add pollution into the Elland 
basin, as traffic starts off. Had this been modelled for traffic flow? I doubt it. 

 The prohibiting of right-turning traffic onto Stafford Road, when taken alongside the prohibiting 
of the same onto Dryclough Lane creates very long additional journey time to some areas of 
Skircoat Green, when travelling from Spring Hall for example. Traffic is rarely backed up in both 
lanes around the Stafford Road Junction, and very few vehicles need to make the manoeuvre, 
but the extra travel due to the restriction is disproportionate to this. 

 Concern regarding ambulances facing congestion in getting too and from Calderdale and 
huddersfield hospitals. Lack of accident and emergency facilities at Huddersfield extra lane or 
using cycle lanesimilar to use of hard shoulder on motorways...to mean emergency ambulances 
can get through to Calderdale quickly at all times 

 Concerned about current poor travel times between hospitals 

 Double yellow lines outside Tesco / greggs. HGV parking and drivers leaving for a meal. 

 Dual carriage ways. Merging from two lanes in to one causes more problems and traffic on the 
roads and also adds to your travel time whereas keeping the roads in two lanes would be better 
for the flow of traffic and cutting travel times. 

 Dual carriageways all the way along. Wherever there is a bottle neck where lanes merge there 
will be congestion. Until two lanes are introduced right the way along from Huddersfield to 
Halifax there will be congestion, idle traffic and pollution at the lane merger. We already see 
rush hour congestion now past Dryclough lane at the bottom of Salterhebble hill after the 
improvements have been made. The congestion has just moved and it is dangerous to have that 
at the bottom of a steep hill with side roads coming in. Traffic is also getting more volumous 
over time and these changes just about improve a problem now, they are not future proof. 

 easier access to/from M62 

 I’m pleased we’ve got the funding &vision to do it. The alterations already carried out between 
salterhebble and Hx town centre are a vast improvement. We use the free school lane/ shay 
lane junction a lot ( when we’re not actually walking into the town centre, which we do 
whenever possible) 

 Electric cars allowed to use bus lane 

 Elland to west vale via the ling wall is a nightmare with long delays etc road from elland bridge to 
west vale should be 1 way only to allow traffic out of west vale. Also a weight limit to stop HGV 
using this narrow road 

 find a better route for huge lorries. 

 get rid of 50 mph on route to Ainley Top 

 I'm deeply sceptical about claims that the flow of traffic along the A629 will improve and that air 
pollution will reduce. If the flow of traffic does improve in the short-term then it will quickly slow 
down again as drivers identify the road as a quicker route. At that point we are back to it being 
another congested road. That is the lesson from other road 'improvements' elsewhere.   

 Why is the Elland bypass restricted to 50 mph when it has a central reservation with barriers and 
is not in a residential area. 

 Too many street crossings and junctions to allow short travel times 

 Too much house building which means the local roads cannot cope with volume of traffic 

 Why is the speed limit on a major dual carriageway being reduced from 50mph to 40mph? This 
is silly and again will increase journey times.   



  
 
 

 

 Section B - 1a) Do not remove the roundabout in centre of Elland (Junction of Huddersfield 
Rd/Southgate/Catherine Street) This junction is free-flowing at ALL times and does not need 
"improvement". Replacing this roundabout with traffic lights will increase journey times for no 
reason - for all forms of transport - and will cause long tailbacks down Elland/Riorges Link, 
Dewsbury Road and Huddersfield Road at peak times. 1b) suggest pedestrian crossing replaces 
zebra crossing on Huddersfield rd south of Elland roundabout. 2) under this proposal access to 
West Vale Primary School by car will be MASSIVELY curtailed from Elland and cause huge issue 
for parents dropping kids off at school - and will likely lead to parents stopping on B6112 
Stainland Rd and B6113 Rochdale Rd to drop off kids - causing obstructions.3) Making 
Saddleworth Road 1-way Eastbound will significantly add to traffic going through Elland to get to 
West Vale - traffic from Brighouse will likely "rat run" through Northgate & Westgate to Long 
Wall 5) new northbound slip road off elland bypass onto Huddersfield rd Northbound will 
increase northbound traffic on Huddersfield Rd and make right turns out of South Lane onto 
Huddersfield Rd more difficult/dangerous - already noticeably more difficult due to new Aldi 
store on South Lane 

 I am very skeptical about the new right turn down the Ainleys. It must delay traffic coming up 
and I don't see the problem that it claims to address. Is there an issue with traffic in Elland? 

 Traffic lights at Ainley Top need to be syncronised better to get the traffic flowing and not 
sitting. Also you really need some traffic light cameras up there, the amount of near misses with 
people going through red is unreal, this really does need attention. I've seen cyclist knocked off 
and car very near misses. Something needs doing before lives are lost. 

 Get rid of the traffic lights, allow traffic to flow and stop trying to discourage travel into Halifax 
and Elland by making it harder and harder to drive freely and park easily 

 Greater enforcement of traffic restrictions, such as parking prohibition in bus lanes and at bus 
stops, speed restrictions, obeying traffic lights. 

 I think the mini roundabout at salterhebble needs to be made safer, it is too small for the 
volume of traffic Especially at Rush hour. 

 Traffic lights at long wall Saddleworth rd junction don’t make sense. 

 Should be thinking of more bypass so transport can bypass town centres. I live on this route and 
it's a pollution and traffic jam nightmare. Buses are expensive disgusting and unreliable but for 
people with anxiety (like me) they aren't a viable option.But further thought needs to be given 
to putting in place measures that will make it difficult for vehicles to leave the A629 and use 
local residential roads as rat runs. This happens frequently and particularly during busy times. 
The quiet ways for cyclists and pedestrians on residential side roads will only work if these roads 
are as free from traffic as possible. Calderdale Council has a 20 mph limit on all residential roads. 
Kirklees should re-think its current policy that opposes making extensive use of 20 mph limits. 
Vehicles travelling towards Huddersfield on the A629 in Edgerton should not be allowed to make 
a right-turn into Hungerford Road, Cleveland Road, Imperial Road or Luther Place. Preventing a 
right turn at these junctions would give three benefits. Firstly, the flow of traffic would improve 
as it would not be held up by vehicles attempting a right turn at these narrow junctions. At 
present larger following vehicles such as buses must stop and wait, particularly at Cleveland 
Road where the junction is very tight. Secondly, the chance of an accident at these junctions 
would reduce. Thirdly, during busy periods slow-moving vehicles would be prevented from 
turning right to use local residential roads as rat-runs 

 Improved access for emergency vehicles. No Calderdale and Huddersfield hospitals need to 
transfer critical patients it is vital ambulances can make process at all times including when road 
works are been undertaken. 



  
 
 

 

 Really needs to have two lanes in and out from the Calderdale Way to the Hospital all the way, 
as the merge points cause all the traffic and all you've done is to move the merge points down 
the road a little, the only solution is two continious lanes in and out. 

 WHERE TWO LANES COME INTO ONE PUT SIGNS LIKE THERE ARE AT THE END OF ELLAND BY 
PASS.TO MERGE IN TURN.THIS WOULD HELP TO SMOOTH THE FLOW WITH LESS AGGRAVATION 

 Improvements to peak times congestion in Elland bypass into Calder Hubble junction 

 Less traffic lights, Halifax is traffic light hell 

 Less traffic lights. Why are traffic lights being introduced when they are known to increase 
congestion and thus make air quality worse and increase pollution? 

 I feel there has been enough disruption on that stretch of road and you should leave it alone. By 
and large it works reasonably well...it’s only at peak times that there are issues. It would be 
more useful if you used the money to mend the potholes and improve other road areas in 
Calderdale (or Huddersfield). 

 Lobby for more exits off the M62 to ease congestion at J24, an exit at J23 would be a start, 
perhaps a new exit at Rastrick J24A...that is a problem at the moment the volume of traffic at 
the roundabout...vehicles left queueing onto the M62 at peak hours. 

 Longwall/Westgate/Hullenedge Road junction should be traffic signal controlled. Whilst I 
support Rochdale Road/Longwall proposed traffic signals, I do not agree with the proposed 1 
way eastbound route. I have concerns about the additional sacetaken up by the parallel cycle 
crossing on B6114 Elland Bridge diagram, this leaves a reduced space for vehicles accessing the 
A629, leading to tailbacks along Park Road from this junction. I have concerns that there is little 
planned for the centre of Elland where the junction proposals are to replace the roundabout, 
notng detailed about improvements to the public realm.  

 Yes you need to move this investment away from non value adding proposals to improving the 
quality of the roads we currently have. The money should be spent repairing the top surface. 
Checking bus passengers we can see this is in massive decline and is not carbon friendly for the 
environment 

 Make it a dual carriageway for cars all the way from Halifax to Huddersfield 

 Make it a proper dual carriageway along it whole length and restore the right turn up Skircoat 
Moor Road 

 Provision of new alternative routes for vehicles so they are not all 'funnelled' into Ainley Top or 
onto Huddersfield Ring Road. 

 Focus on the regular flow of traffic, rather than putting obstacles in the way like traffic lights in 
the middle of dual carriageways, and one-way streets for motorised traffic. There is too much 
emphasis is on cycle routes, which are underused and only used by a minority. 

 Good to see continuing investment in our poor roads 

 Hopefully this is the answer to West Vale traffic congestion if so it can’t come soon enough. 

 I am concerned about the traffic disruption the work will cause. The traffic jams through 
Mytholmroyd are horrific. There are too many roadworks causing travel chaos. 

 Air quality and West Vale congestion is the problem 

 yes you could consider a RVP and possible a emergency breakdown phone for those who might 
not have a fone and put traffic cams up NOT speed cams 

 20 mph limits on residential streets would improve the environment. Calderdale Council have 
themn but Kirklees council seem very reluctant to introduce them - why? 

 Cars will be more sustainable and green if they don't have to sit in traffic for ever moving 
centimeters at a time with the engine running! 



  
 
 

 

Parking  

 Easiest way to improve traffic flow is very very easy but always ignored... Stop cars parking on 
main tributary roads. These cause all the delays 

 I'd also want to see a 500 space Park and Ride site at Ainley Top (which would be accessed from 
Brighouse Road on the land just east of the roundabout) that would take most cars off the road. 

 Yes remove parking on huddersfield road from town to Elland!!!! 

 Reduction in on road parking 

 Reduction in parking on the roadside by encouraging development of car parking areas on waste 
land alongside the A629. E.g. Between Birchencliffe Hill Road and Birkby Hall Road. Pick up and 
drop off parking developed near or outside schools e.g. West Vale. 

 Accessible parking arrangements to be correct at every opportunity 

 cheaper parking areas. 

 Wherever practical, parking should be restricted/ encourage on only ONE side of the road, 
perhaps divided into long stretches. Parking on pavements should be prevented by strong 
enforcement measures as this is becoming a growing trend, often when totally unnecessary. 
Pavements and walkways have been widened indecent years, only to be subsequently 
obstructed very casually by motorists who show a total disregard for the needs of pedestrians 
that require a wider berth, such as parents with buggy's and disabled people on scooters. 

 Parking on Huddersfield Road needs to be looked at with care. 

Other  

 Stop spending time and money on it - its a waste 

 if a idea is approved then it gets done eg the bridges to elland 

 What modelling benefits have been conducted on the impact on air quality, health, journey 
times and modal shift? What are the economic returns on investment? Cost Benefit Ratios of the 
proposals? 

 There needs to be some consideration given to the safety of residents towards the top of 
Huddersfield road where the proposal is to make to bi-directional, at present there are parked 
cars by the houses which narrows the road for downhill traffic, this along with the proposed bus 
stops presents a risk to local traffic. 

 to stop making car drivers feel like criminals. This is the only way that many people are able to 
get out and about. 

 Totally the wrong aims. People aren't going to give up cars and start cycling or taking buses. The 
results of all this work will be to increase congestion both during the works and afterwards. It's 
entirely the wrong thing to do and should be stopped immediately. 

 Stop wasting money on consultants it needs to he done 

 Publicity for the consultation was very poor. Very many local people are wholly unaware of what 
is proposed.  

 As for the economic benefits it is impossible to comment on these as you provide no evidence 
about the calculations used to arrive at them. 

 Thank you i look forward to the project starting, looks good, I support it. 

 Well maintained green wall or banking. 

 The A629 doesn't run from Elland to West Vale, it bypasses both Elland & West Vale, so as a 
pedestrian & public transport user I haven't been able to answer that section correctly. The bus 



  
 
 

 

and pedestrian route to go to Halifax from West Vale is via the B6112 and to Elland from West 
Vale via Saddleworth road or Long Wall. 

 A good start, but further work needed. 

 Air quality and West Vale congestion is the problem 

 ALL GOOD AS IN THE FUTURE CHANGE HAS TO HAPPEN.... ALSO  1. ELECTRIC CARS ON OUR 
ROADS 2. CLEANER ENVIROMENT , 3.FLOODING..ONWARDS WE LIVE ON... 

 As above joined up planning with our health services very important 

 Yes removal of speed camera and the introduction of Live traffic updates 

 electrify the rail route 

 Please do not funnel/displace traffic to local routes such as Siddal, Exley when the work is 
underway. Access only should be extended to Siddal to ensure safety, environment and quality 
of life is not adversely impacted for residents of these areas. 

 If the purpose of the 'improvements' is to encourage further housing and commercial 
developments, you aren't going to improve anything for very long, you will just be encouraging 
more traffic and it could make the situation worse than it already is. 

 It is important that the travel improvements are co-ordinated effectively and deadlines are 
adhered to. There is nothing more frustrating than disruption to journeys because of road works 
in several places on the same route. More work should be completed during the night (as they 
do in other countries, which assists in the work being completed at a faster rate. 

 It’s good that plans are being made for the future 

 Why are you not proposing people using the rail links between the two towns so that you are 
taking traffic off the roads altogether. 

 I think that the assumption that improving bus routes and cycling paths etc. will result in fewer 
car journey and less congestion is flawed. People use cars because our economy demands 
sophisticated and responsive mobility which public transport and bikes can never provide. If we 
are serious about growth, we should be looking at how to facilitate more rather than fewer car 
journeys, and how to support sustainable car travel. I do not expect my council to spend my 
taxes on this outdated solution. 

 planning needs to be bios away from the car in Calderdale and Kirklees 

 plans not easy to understand 

 Feel that recent general improvements to Halifax are amazing and would like to give heartfelt 
thanks to those responsible. 

 The design of your questionnaire was poor. You are asking questions to which joe public could 
not possibly have an answer. 

 If there were a train station in Elland it would improve the economic outlook of the area 
significantly and reduce congestion. Any transport planning should include enabling forward 
provision for potential rail sites. Specifically planning and alteration should not occlude the 
reactivation of former rail stations since these form the likely sites for more stops.   

 We are already experiencing unreasonable travel disruption in Calderdale since the floods 4 
years ago. This has been seriously aggravated by the mess that the Environment Agency and BVA 
are making through Mytholmroyd. The pathetic, unnecessarily lengthy and expensive way they 
are going about it and the fact that this is fully sanctioned without any apparent monitoring or 
opposition by Calderdale makes me NOT trust Caldedale Council when it comes to road 
improvements. Will this be another lengthy roadway hell from Calderdale? I hope not but re-
assurances and factual information tp the public and realistic expectations and projections are 
very much needed.Improved signage and maintenance through to Halifax railway station 



  
 
 

 

 This route has been a problem for years any sensible ideas should be investigated. 

 Keep open regular consultations with the Disability Partnership Calderdale and Calderdale 
Forum50plus 

 I have very little confidence that any plans are made to minimise disruption, there appears no 
urgency by contractors to complete the work on schedule. How many months was the work near 
CRH late? 

 I just hope they go through, though no doubt with some modifications. 

 put more safety measure in place. 

 The whole of the rail service.Also build better Carpark at stations to stop Mearclough becoming 
impassible due to parked cars. 

 This route is ill-served by trains - poor links between Upper Calder Valley and Huddersfield for 
example. More intense use of existing rail infrastructure would reduce traffic 

 Lets make it happen!!The proposals are positive and will make a great improvement to the area. 
Air quality in West Vale will improve 

 The proposals are quite complex and difficult to understand. It would be helpful to have visuals 
so it's easier to see what's planned.More nature 

 More road signs  

 Align roadworks and utilities work to avoid disruption 

 New green space, and the preservation of those already there 

 Everyone treated the same - no separate lanes for certain groups. More speed/other cameras to 
ensure everyone, including cyclists and pedestrians, use to roads/cycle paths properly 

 This survey is faulty. With regards to section B, the A629 does not go from Elland to West Vale. It 
is the B6113 and B6114. With respect to West Vale improvements, many representations have 
been stated to CMBC by local Councillors and all have been ignored. They are the people who 
know the area and its problems. 

 To many to mention. 

 Get rid of the litter. 

 Are signs being updated along the route as many are in need of updating or just being there that 
aren't. Including a tourist sign on entering the road into Huddersfield and Kirklees, like 
Halifax/Calderdale have. 

 I would like to see a Mexican city style cable car connecting Elland to West vale. The terminals 
could run from half way down Gog Hill in Elland - across the Calder river & flood plain - down 
along Calder street and into the park at Clay house. This would truly be an initiative of worth 
that would attract people from all over for just the experience of the ride and views. It would 
encourage people to both Elland & West Vale town centres. If this proved to be successful it 
could be extended into Halifax and Brighouse following the canal routes. This would get people 
out of their cars for a while. This is true investment in communities not just for businesses. 

 Look into trolleybusses, they dominated the route years ago and could again, powered by 
electricity this would reduce local emissions and improve air quality. The vehicles which visibly 
emit the most smoke on out roads are busses. 

Bus 

 The stretch of road between Ainley Top and Elland Town Centre isn't mentioned on your maps.. 
that I can see. I catch the bus at the bottom of the hill near the footbridge. I live off Lower Edge 
and we no longer have a direct bus route into Halifax from here. The ONLY bus we have left is 
the 503 which is a 5-10 minute walk from my home. This is the bus I rely on to get me to my 



  
 
 

 

doctor's surgery in West Vale and also into Halifax. I was unable to print off your maps so that I 
could study them more easily than was possible on a computer screen and I couldn't see 
whether the faster service buses would bypass Elland altogether or not. Having just got through 
the major roadworks on Salterhebble Hill the prospect of further disruption isn't something I am 
looking forward to! 

 YES. STOP CARS PARKING IN THE BUS LANES WHEN THEY ARE NOT BEING USED AS BUS 
LANES.THIS WOULD OPEN THE ROAD UP TO TWO LANES FOR A GREATER DISTANCE AT NO COST. 

 An express bus between Halifax and Huddersfield might be useful, though it should be taken into 
account that previous such services have been withdrawn. However, this should certainly not be 
to the detriment of stopping services which are currently very well used. More buses, more 
patronage: fewer buses declining patronage. Being able to" just turn up" is a great attraction. 
Helping traffic to speed from one hold-up to the next is no solution to our current problems. 
Only positive discrimination in favour of public transport will enable reduction in journey times 
and improvement in air quality. 

 And we need to improve the quality and frequency of public transport so that it becomes a more 
attractive alternative to driving.   

 new buses running on the Zest503, the (what I thnk) proposed Zest-ier X3 and also an 
introduction of a Friday and Saturday night nightbus which should be numbered N3, the latter 
would allow those who live in either town and along the route (such as in Elland) to get home at 
around 2 - 3am.  I'd also like to see in the introduction of highly detailed, clear, concise and in 
full colour bus timetable leaflets in size A3 - such as this: 
https://www.firstgroup.com/uploads/maps/91%2092.pdf which would encourage more people 
to use the bus along the A629 Corridor as such a leaflet includes detailed town maps and a route 
map, so that those who are using th ebus for the first time know where its going and where to 
get the bus on the way back. Such a guide would also need to include the tagline "The best bus 
along the A629 Corridor" and be produced by First West Yorkshire on behalf of WYCA.  At the 
bus stops I'd also like to see in introduction of where to find your bus map posters - such as this: 
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/travelwest/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/Broadmead-
MASTER.pdf which would display the interchange points en route. Stops between Salterhebble 
and Halifax would display a single Halifax town map, the same would go for the route between 
Ainley Top and Huddersfield. The stops should also have some route branding applied to alert 
potential customers which stops are used for the Zest503, X3 and N3 services. 

 better bus service with information on stops would be great. Also easier routes to walk along. 

 Park and ride  

 Park and ride 

 I would like to see park and ride schemes for city centres introduced. 

 I would also like to see more bus shelters with matrixes showing real bus arrival times and, if 
any, reasons for delays of over 5 minutes 

 better bus and rail links 

 Better bus services from a central position and regular bus service between railway station bus 
station and Halifax centre 

 Better connectivity between Elland town centre, West Vale and the proposed Elland Rail Station. 
Plans to divert the 503 up Huddersfield Rd in Elland reduce this (judging by your new bus stops). 
As does a proposal to instigate an express bus route, which appears to completely miss Elland. If 
people want an express journal between Halifax and Huddersfield, they should use the train. 
Following rail improvement, 4-tracking between Huddersfield and Leeds, it should be possible to 
introduce a twice hourly rail service between Halifax and Huddersfield. 



  
 
 

 

 better facilities at bus stops. More shelters - with adequate and appropriate seating - we can't all 
stand for long.  

 Live information at all bus stops. 

 Bring back the express bus direct from hudds to Halifax cutting out Elland so going straight down 
bypass onto Calder way and vice versa between 7.15am - 8.15am and 5.10pm - 6pm 

 bus lanes that cars are not allowed to park in at anytime or what is the point of them 

 Bus shelter at Birchencliffe Pedestrian crossing at Spring Hall running track/register 
office/Ravenscliffe 6th Form centre 

 Buses running on time to ruralareas 

 Designated bus lanes create congestion for other road users at time when the traffic is at its 
worst 

 Direct link to Halifax to Elland (limited stop) would help a lot 

 do more to improve bus services - speed and access, rather than frequency 

 Easier access to buses from less popular roads. Such as buses from elland more first buses than 
tiger ect. Cycling routes sound good it will encourage me to go on my bike more. 100% 

 Ensure the bus services are adequate for this route  - currently crowded at peak times when 
commuters and students need the buses, often not operating to timetable which cases further 
delays and overcrowding. Many people drive because the bus service is as above. Changes to the 
roads won't help if changes to the actual services aren't made. 

 I believe we are likely to travel quicker by car until we approach either of the main towns which 
is where the hold ups will start due mainly to traffic lights that are not co-ordinated. This will 
mean pollution could increase in the towns regardless of some reduction in traffic due to an 
improved bus service. Furthermore, many of our buses are currently the main polluters. 

 To encourage people to use other forms of transport other than cars is difficult. The bus is too 
expensive particularly for casual users and the seats are dirty. This is the same with the trains - 
far too expensive in comparison to the car, and usually a horrible experience, dirty seats, dirty 
floors poor passenger etiquette - feet on seats, playing music/games loud either through 
headphones or iphone, eating food and dropping litter. I don't feel particularly safe on a train 
when travelling alone. If a bus or train was a good experience and had none of the above 
problems I would pay for it. Even if you made buses and trains free it is the hygiene and the lack 
of respect by fellow passengers that puts me off using public transport. I would always default to 
using the car. 

 It would make sense to have at least one bus an hour from Halifax that goes via King Cross, then 
down the side of the moor past Halifax hospital and also the reverse route. There are a lot of 
people from Hebden Bridge & Todmorden, who need access to the hospital and currently they 
have to travel via the bus station. 

 Less bus stops too closely near eatch other and more lanes to keep traffic flowing and a safer 
crossing place. 

 Jepson Lane - two bus stops removed but do not appear to have been replaced anywhere? 
There is a missed opportunity given the proposed level of spend that an additional bus layby 
have not been provided on Southgate, as this is one of the main causes of traffic backing up at 
this location. 

 More bus services. 

 Reinstating the bus service from Brighouse to Elland would bring more benefits - our bus was the 
278, but has been replaced by a minimal service bus every 2 hours or so Monday to Friday 
during the day only (we never know what the times are now - it’s so irregular) Reinstating this 



  
 
 

 

service to the proposed elland station would allow people in Brighouse to benefit from the 
improvements too. 

 It's great coming up with proposals - but unless ALL parties are on board, they won't work sadly. 
Peoples' attitudes towards public transport and their own habits need to change (eg if a bus 
won't offer door to door service why should they stop using the car?! Crazy but folk are lazy!!). 
Likewise, you can improve bus journey times as much as you like - but if the buses are still 
unreliable with regard to actually running at all, it's a complete waste of time. 

 More thought about aspects such as bus lanes. Preventing people from parking in the bus lane 
so the bus can use it 

 Do away with bus lane and make the extra lane for all vehicles, that way everyone can travel 
faster, not just busses. Far more people use cars than busses. Majority should be put first. There 
will still be holdups with the light for the Salterhebble junction and as for those of us that have 
endured over 2 years already trying to get from Holywell Green side, firstly with Elland bridge 
taking over a year and then phase 1, which has not improved anything as yet, constant road 
works on the smelly mile and now you want to add another roundabout for us!!! Madness total 
madness, but as long as the boys users get there that’s all you seem to care about. 

 Don’t have a dedicated bus lane as they are usually empty 

 I welcome the idea of an express bus between Halifax and Huddersfield 

 Don't do it, its not worth it. Improve the bus services and cost them by creating a congestion 
charge for carsNew buses running on the Zest503, the (what I thnk) proposed Zest-ier X3 and 
also an introduction of a Friday and Saturday night nightbus which should be numbered N3, the 
latter would allow those who live in either town and along the route (such as in Elland) to get 
home at around 2 - 3am.  I'd also like to see in the introduction of highly detailed, clear, concise 
and in full colour bus timetable leaflets in size A3 - such as this: 
https://www.firstgroup.com/uploads/maps/91%2092.pdf which would encourage more people 
to use the bus along the A629 Corridor as such a leaflet includes detailed town maps and a route 
map, so that those who are using th ebus for the first time know where its going and where to 
get the bus on the way back. Such a guide would also need to include the tagline "The best bus 
along the A629 Corridor" and be produced by First West Yorkshire on behalf of WYCA.  At the 
bus stops I'd also like to see in introduction of where to find your bus map posters - such as this: 
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/travelwest/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/Broadmead-
MASTER.pdf which would display the interchange points en route. Stops between Salterhebble 
and Halifax would display a single Halifax town map, the same would go for the route between 
Ainley Top and Huddersfield. The stops should also have some route branding applied to alert 
potential customers which stops are used for the Zest503, X3 and N3 services.  

 Changing the bus journeys through Elland would have a major impact on myself and many other 
people who travel by bus to work/education centres. I am a student at Huddersfield University 
and rely on the 503 to take me there and back, and occasionally the 537 however those are 
every hour and the times they arrive would leave me arriving very early or very late. The buses 
early morning are very busy and cutting some of these services out would leave me to have to 
get on busy buses, and also gives me no leeway in being late some mornings as it would no 
longer be every ten minutes. The times I finish university vary also as my timetable changes 
every week, sometimes having 9-6 days and the thought of having to wait a long time for a bus 
after this long day angers me. Changing transport for the sake of other people who have enough 
money for driving lessons and cars is not fair, buses are essential for me to get around being a 
student and it would be unfair to reduce my key mode of transport. I wouldn't mind a few 



  
 
 

 

express buses in addition to the Elland bus services, but not instead. I hope you take this a lot 
into consideration as I know a lot of people who rely on this service to get into university. 

 Alternate bus routes leaving Halifax to Hudds and return to go via different routes...I.e one 
through siddal, one through Skircoat, one direct to capture those who can’t get to Huddersfield 
road. 

 need to put public transport infrastructure in place offer a viable alternative to car 

 Remove the pointless bus lane 

 What will happen to the bus stops either side of Elland footbridge? My mother currently catches 
the 503 from there towards Huddersfield and is concerned about what she will do if the route of 
the 503 changes. I assume another bus route will be created which will take the existing 503 
route other wise you are cutting off the community who live on the Lower Edge side of Elland 
footbridge. 

 Temporary closures to cars and non-commercial vehicles to promote cyling, bus travel and 
walking.This will reduce emissions, promote exercise, enable road maintenance and promote 
community activity. These closures are a recurring proposal in the highly polluted and congested 
Calderdale villages and towns along the main roads. 

 The “”bus lane” between Spring Hall and the lights at the hospital junction is far too wide, 
making the area for other vehicles very narrow at certain points if meeting oncoming traffic. 
After all this bus lane is basically a car park for most of the day. Ban parking on this stretch as all 
the houses have parking at the other side. This would ease the flow and safety of traffic 
immediately. 

 Develop Park and Ride services at Elland Rail Station (with a frequent train service - 4 times per 
hour both ways) so people have choice to not drive the full distance between Huddersfield and 
Halifax. 

 the cost of the buses and public transport must be low enough as well to encourage travel 

 The express would be invaluabl 

 Yes. I see that you are proposing to remove the bus stop next to Towngate House and the Fleece 
Inn. You need to consider the following:- a) Towngate House is occupied by an ageing population 
(it is a 50+ building and the majority of residents are considerably older than this. Removing the 
bus stop will cause demonstrable harm to these people. b) Most people who live on Westgate 
use this bus stop as it is their nearest (I live down here and always choose this stop - it involves 
walking downhill and with my medical needs that is best). At the bottom of Westgate are two 
more 50+ blocks - again with many being older or disabled (I am disabled). This will again cause 
demonstrable harm.# The person making this recommendation clearly has no perception of life 
as a senior or disabled person. Very angry at this. 

 I am concerned that there is insufficient public awareness about the proposed Express bus 
service, which it appears will bypass Elland Town Centre. A lot of people live in Elland Town 
Centre and use the buses to Halifax and Huddersfield but would be inconvenienced if they see 
the service cut in half unless they are prepared to walk to the new railway station. Your 
questionnaire demonstrates that insufficient thought has been given to this, in that it asks 
whether respondents would use the Express Bus between Elland and West Vale. I am not aware 
that any Express bus is proposed between Elland and West Vale. A bit more honesty, here, 
please. 

 The junction at bottom of Rochdale road coming from the needs change for the buses because 
they turn up and cars have to back up so can get pass 

 through bus from Dewsbury to Halifax via Brighouse 



  
 
 

 

 Whilst I am not adverse to change especially if it is in favour of the end user, I do have a few 
questions. Why are the bus stops at Long Wall between Elland & West Vale being removed? 
These bus stops are especially useful for people who live at the topside of West Vale and Hullen 
Edge etc. On the same note the placing of just one bus stop at Garwick Terrace between Elland, 
Park Avenue and West Vale, Stainland Rd is also not in any way helpful to those who currently 
use the bus stop at Green Lane/ Saddleworth Rd. Far from improving / reducing the bus journey 
it will in fact increase may peoples journeys by increasing how far they have to walk to reach a 
bus stop. Who do you have to speak to to find the reasoning behind these public transport 
plans? 

 Remove the pointless bus lane 

 Yes remove bus lane on huddersfield road from town to Elland!!!! 

 More buses on peak times especially in the school period. I catch the 503 in westvale and have 
been late to work many times due to the bus driving straight past because of the amount of 
people on the bus. 

 


